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RA 111/IV TRAINING SEMINAR ON CLIMATE DATA
MANAGEMENT AND USER SERVICES

1.

OPENING

At the kind invitation of the Government of Barbados, the English
component of the WMO RA III/IV Training Seminar on Climate Data Management and
User Services was opened at the Dover Convention Centre, Barbados, by
Dr. Colin A. Depradine, Director of the Caribbean Meteorological Institute,
Barbados, on 22 September 1986. At the kind invitation of the Government of
Panama, the Spanish component of the Training Seminar was opened at the Hotel
Ejecutivo, Panama, by Mrs. Claudia Candanedo, Permanent Representative of
Panama with WMO, on 29 October 1986.
A list of participants for both seminars is contained in Appendix 1.
The programme plan for the seminars is in Appendix 2.
2.

INTRODUCTION

The RA III/RA IV Training Seminar on Climate Data Management and User
Services was the second of a series of seminars planned under the World
Climate Data Programme of the World Meteorological Organization.
In
particular the seminar was directed at exposing participants to the principles
of modern climate data management and applied user services being incorporated
into the CLICOM Project of the World Climate Data Programme.
The seminar was conducted as a series of lectures, practicals (which
included demonstrations and hands-on experience), discussion and review
sessions. Five microcomputers (IBM-PC XTs with hard disk and matrix printers)
were used in Barbados and six in Panama. The participants were divided into
groups and took turns operating the computers during practical sessions.
After lectures and practicals on each subject area, participants were given
the opportunity to review the material covered and ask guestions of the panel
of experts at the seminar.
The following subjects were covered:
•

Climate data management and standard user services:
-

Basic concepts and procedures in climate data management;
Structural components of a climate data management system;
Data entry, quality control, data archiving/retrieval;
Data base management;
Statistical, tabular and graphical product generation
conventional user services;

for

(The above covered aspects of the climate data management software
sub-system developed for the CLICOM project of the World Climate
Data Programme).
•

Simple climate data applications such as the analysis of rainfall
data to assist agricultural planning and decision making;
Advanced climate data applications using climate and other
geophysical data for natural resource management and modelling.

-
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Prior to the seminar, participants were requested to complete a survey
questionnaire on the status of climate data management and user services in
each country in order to identify common regional problems for consideration
at the seminar. Participants were also required to bring to the seminar
monthly data from one major principal climatological station to be used during
the hands-on practical sessions of the Seminar.

3.

CLIMATE DATA MANAGEMENT AND APPLIED USER SERVICES

In basic conceptual terms climate data management is very simple.
Data and information must be collected, organized and applied towards the
preparation and dissemination of meaningful output products. The very same
principles apply to managing office information such as correspondence, stocks
and inventories. For easy access and retrieval of past information, the data
need to be organized into files, usually chronologically, and by subject or
data category. Storage facilities need to be secure and the physical media
durable enough for the period over which the data are to be archived. If the
information needs to be processed, or updated frequently, computerization is
essential. An important difference between office files and climate data
records is that unlike office files, climate data records need to be archived
indefinitely, and access is often required to historical records or time
series of data to answer simple basic questions. These requirements impose
somewhat more stringent demands on a climate data management system, even if
the basic management principles are familiar to most.
Basic principles in data and information management
•

Data storage^ security^ protection:
All files (manuscript,
microform, computer) must be stored properly and protected against
environmental damage. Security copies must be kept and maintained
in case of loss of the working copy or original. To maintain
archives in computer compatible media they have to be re-copied
every 2-3 years and the physical media changed (e.g. new magnetic
tape) every 5-10 years. The precise timing of these operations
depends on the type and quality of the storage medium used.
Periodic read checks will monitor the state of the archive.

•

Data_organization: For efficient data accessibility, data have to
be organized. This requires a format for the basic elements in a
record, records in a file and a systematic filing structure. A
data set would contain a set of files. Climate data are usually
organized by station into chronological files, each containing a
set of measured and/or derived data elements for a particular
time. It is often an advantage (at a cost) to also maintain
synoptic arrays, i.e. data from all, or a sub-set of frequently
used stations for a particular time, organized into files which are
then chronologically arranged to form a data set. Besides data, it
is equally important to collect, organize and archive information
on station histories (position, instrumentation, calibration,
parameters measured, correction factors, exposure, observing
schedule, and changes to any of the preceding). The following
greatly help in the management and organization of data:

-

•
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-

Data Dictionaries: Information about climatic parameters or
elements managed; Information on data sets including what they
contain, how records are structured, area and time covered,
units of measurement, etc.;

-

Data Set Directories: Information about the physical location
of the climate data archived by a centre or system (e.g.
computer system) including information on when data sets were
created and how often they have been used, etc.;

-

Data Inventories:
Summary information on which
actually available for a given location and time;

-

Data Set Catalogues: Summary information on data sets such as
data set title, elements/parameters measured, time periods
covered, special processing (e.g. quality controlled), archive
location/agency, contact point;

data

are

Data_quali ty : To ensure the reliability of the data, quality
control (QC) is required (a) at the observing site (e.g. checks on
instrument performance and calibration) and (b) at the National
Meteorological Centre (NMC) when screening the observed data for
potential errors or problems. Quality control at the NMC should
check for physical limits, rate of change limits, internal
consistency and spatial homogeneity.
These checks are primarily to identify and remove errors in
logging,
key-entry
and
transmission,
or
problems
with
instrumentation. QC procedures by themselves will not in any way
correct such errors or improve the data themselves. Feed-back
should be maintained at all times between the NMC and the observing
site.
Simple observer incentive schemes (e.g. the issue of
certificates for uninterrupted periods of reliable observations)
often contribute substantially to improved data quality.

•

Standard_User product s_and_services: Requirements for quick access
and data retrieval usually demand that the following be maintained:
(a) data summaries (with statistics), (b) data in microform and
(c)
data
in computer media.
Summaries
provide
general
information; microform data provide quick access to low-volume
data (to service requests via telephone for example) and computer
archives are the best to service large-volume data requests or
requests for data that need to be re-processed.
A variety of
standard user products should normally be prepared and distributed
(e.g. summaries, tables, graphs and other analyses products) soon
after the reference period, e.g. the first few days after the
month. These summaries may contain a sub-set of information if
data from the entire network is not available early enough. The
"quick-look" summaries should be replaced by more complete
information, perhaps once a year.
The response to users for data sets or special products must be
fast - user patience is often limited and the reputation and
credibility of a climatological service will suffer if a request is
not serviced quickly.

-
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Specialized user services
Today, the technology
is available
for the application
of
meteorological and climatological data to a broad range of user services which
are important for the economic development of each individual country. Some
examples in agriculture, water resources and natural resources management
are: agroclimatic zoning, land-use planning and management, erosion (wind and
water), sediment transport and silting (of rivers, irrigation canals and
hydroelectric dams), irrigation scheduling, timing of pesticide and fertilizer
application,
chemical
and nutrient transport, ground water
quality
assessments. For such applications, there are statistical data processing
methods (for simple applications) and simulation models for natural resources
management.
An important fact, often overlooked, is that meteorological variables
play a driving role in the atmosphere - land-surface - biosphere system.
There are
significant
time
lags
in the
response
of
land-surface
characteristics, soil and soil moisture, and vegetation to weather and
climatic events. These lags in the natural system actually provide partial
forecast information from a few weeks to even months to a year after a
meteorological event, which can be used to aid decision-making.
With a
computerized climate data management system and the appropriate application
technology, a meteorological service will be able to fully exploit these
simple, but underutilized, features of the natural climate system.
Other useful applications pertain to the use of climatological and
real-time meteorological data in for example energy, health, transportation
and construction. To develop these applications (and products) services, a
dialogue should be established between the meteorological service and the
user. It is suggested that user interfaces be initiated through seminars at
which a "user group" would discuss their particular problems and requirements
followed by a discussion with meteorological experts on the type of useful
products which could be prepared by the NMC to service the user sector in
question.
In all cases, a computerized, easily accessible climate data base is a
prerequisite.
To accomplish these objectives, the World Climate Data
Programme of WMO initiated the CLICOM project. Details of the CLICOM data
management system are contained in WCP Report No. 119. An implementation
strategy was circulated to countries on 15 September 1986 (réf. PR-4029). A
brief outline of the objectives of the project is in Appendix 2.
How to begin a Climate Data Management System
•

Clean-up and organize the manuscript archive collection; organize
by station; ensure safety and protect against environmental damage.

•

Microfilm or microfiche all manuscript archives as soon as possible
to prevent deterioration. If equipment is not available to do
this, photo-copy the particularly bad pages of log-books, etc.
(e.g. those which are torn or becoming illegible).

•

Concurrently begin to transfer the data onto computer media.

-
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Step-wise approach to setting up a computerized climate data base
•

H°£ many practical applications, use 10-15_years from synoptic,
climatological stations :
-

•

•

Collect, organize and digitize all synoptic and principle
climatological station data for at least the last 10-15 years,
at first according to monthly (value) files and then daily.
Begin with a minimum network density of ten stations per 5° grid
square.

Long-period stations:
-

Select stations with records 80 years or longer. If none (or
too few) available, this selection criterion could be dropped to
60 years or less. From a network stand-point, two to ten
stations per 250,000 sq.km. (approx. 5° grid square) should be
aimed at;

-

Digitize, for the selected long-period stations, monthly values
of precipitation; maximum and minimum and mean temperature and
as available wind, humidity, sunshine duration, cloud cover,
snow cover/snow fall and other data;

-

Compile/organize and digitize station history information;
Check data time series for homogeneity and identify reliable
stations; - methods and selection criterion are contained in WCP
Report No. 116;

-

Digitize daily values for the selected stations;
compute
normals/ averages and other statistics. These stations should
be maintained as climate reference stations.

Other data_types:
-

•

Collect, organize and digitize other data for 10-15 years, if
not contained in step (i), such as radiation parameters,
evaporation, soil moisture/temperature. Begin with a network
density of 10 stations per 5° grid square.

Remaining data:
-

Digitize on a spare-capacity basis all remaining data. This
task, usually under-estimated, should be planned into the
operational activities of the centre to avoid an expanding
back-log.

NOTES:
-

10-15 years of data will provide a viable base to begin with for
the use of climate data in a variety of user sector activities.
30 years is recommended by WMO as necessary to compute stable
normals and other statistics, but this clearly depends on the
variability of the climatic parameter in the region or at the
station.

-
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Ten stations per 5° grid box will provide useful coverage for
mediumto large-scale applications.
Higher densities are
required for site/zone specific applications.
Reliable long period data series are required for the detection of
climate change;
computing recurrence probabilities (floods,
droughts, extremes);
statistics for planning and development
activities, empirical/statistical prediction.

4.

LECTURES, DEMONSTRATIONS AND PRACTICALS

The lectures, demonstrations and practicals presented at the seminar
introduced participants to basic concepts in modern, computerized, climate
data management and a selection of rather newly developed climate applications
technology. Under climate data management, emphasis was placed on the use of
the specialized data management software modules developed for the CLICOM
project of the World Climate Data Programme (WCDP). The lectures on climate
applications dealt with (a) statistical methods tailored to the use of
climatic variables such as precipitation for agricultural planning and
decision making, and (b) the use of comprehensive simulation models for
natural resource management. The applications lectures were specifically
included in the programme of the Seminar to illustrate how a climate data base
could be gainfully applied by a meteorological service to contribute to the
economic development of countries.

-
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USING CLICOM FOR CLIMATE DATA ENTRY, QUALITY CONTROL, DATA
ARCHIVING AND RETRIEVAL, THE PREPARATION OF USER PRODUCTS
by
(D. McGuirk and W. Propest)
(National Climatic Data Centre, NOAA, Asheville, USA)

INTRODUCTION
In general, CLICOM is a menu-driven system. You chose the tasks you
would like to perform by responding to choices presented on the screen. Since
CLICOM can perform many tasks there are a number of menus. After you chose
one, other more detailed menus will be presented until you have selected the
specific task of interest to you. However, CLICOM is not ENTIRELY menu-driven.
Many CLICOM tasks will allow the user (you) to choose from a large
number of options and capabilities. If CLICOM was entirely menu-driven the
experienced user would soon tire of all the menu selections required to
specify the particular request wanted. Therefore, the system is designed to
allow the experienced user to perform tasks quickly while providing the novice
user with all of the information required to perform most functions. This
trade-off requires that the novice user learn some basic skills before using
some CLICOM features. For example, a commercial Data Base Management System
(DBMS) called "Data Ease" controls most CLICOM functions. Data Ease uses the
function keys (on the left of the keyboard) extensively. There is a help
option available that explains the use of those keys. Data Ease also usually
divides the terminal screen into 3 areas. The message area at the top, the
data area in the middle, and the status line at the bottom. The message area
(usually a green bar at the screen top), gives you messages and instructions.
The data area contains the menus, climatological data, detailed instructions
and other information. The status line at the bottom displays the current
meanings of the most commonly used function keys and other system
information. Although CLICOM provides a variety of tools to help the novice
user, to make full use of ALL of the capabilities of the system the user
should become familiar with Data Ease. There is a Data Ease manual provided
which gives detailed explanations and examples of all Data Ease functions.
The CLICOM System organizes its information into four main categories.
1.

Station History Information. This section contains information on
the names, locations, instrumentation and observing practices of
all climatological stations whose data reside within the CLICOM
system. Historical as well as current information is maintained
so that the impact of location and instrumentation changes on the
climatological data can be assessed.

2.

Data Dictionary Information. This section describes the CLICOM
climatological
data
storage
structures
and
provides
the
definitions for all coded data values. It also defines which
elements are available within which datasets and which datasets
normally hold data derived from which observation system.

-
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3.

Inventory Information. This section can be used in conjunction
with the station history and data dictionary sections to determine
what data are actually available for a given location and time.

4.

Climatological Data. This section contains the actual climate
data observed as well as derived data such monthly, mean, and
extreme values. The data are organized by the frequency of
observation. Thus, all hourly data are stored in one file, all
daily data in another, and all monthly data in a third. The data
manipulation functions provided by CLICOM allow the storage of
many datasets although only two of each frequency type can be
active at the same time, one as a main line file and another as a
"selected subset". The only limitation placed on the size of the
data files is the storage capacity of the computer's internal
disc. Since CLICOM keeps all station information, data dictionary
information, menus and programmes on-line at all times a standard
40 megabyte disc will hold about 30 megabytes of actual climate
data. Thus, 30mb is the largest single climate data file that is
currently supported. This will allow 40 years of daily data for
up to 20 stations, and 40 years of hourly data for 1 station. ANY
amount of climate data can be stored using the infinite number of
possible files available.
Once climatological data are loaded (e.g. from a cartridge tape)
on-line (i.e. to the hard disk), the actual data can be searched,
examined, and "exported", or the data can be processed to produced
summarized data sets and other derived products.

In general, a search for climate data would use each of the above
sections. First you use the station history to determine the station nearest
to the location of interest. The station history will also tell you if the
station was operating at the time and if it observed the data you are
interested in. Second you use the data dictionary to determine in which
dataset the data are stored. (After using CLICOM for a short while this step
will not be necessary). Third, if you are interested in data for a very short
period or require that no data are missing for the period of interest, you
consult the inventory of the appropriate data to make sure the data you would
like to have is not missing. Finally, you access the data.
Many menus provide a HELP option. If you have not used a particular
option in the past, you should read the HELP information available for that
option before trying it. If you have never used the CLICOM system before, I
recommend that you review the other help options available from the
"Main Help" menu.
Station History Sub-system
The CLICOM Station History system contains a variety of information
about stations that observe climatic data.
Both current and historic
information on station location, observing practices, and instrumentation is
maintained. The station history stores the station information in four
forms. Each contains a certain type of information about the observing
station.

-
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The "STATION GEOGRAPHY" form contains information about the location
of the station. It includes the station name, country, district, drainage
basin, latitude, longitude, and elevation. It also contains room for general
remarks about the station.
The "STATION OBSERVATION" form contains information about the type of
observations taken by the station. It includes information on the observing
programme, observation schedule, and digitization schedule, if data for the
station has been digitized. A station can observe data for more than one
observing programme, therefore there can be more than one "Station
Observation" form valid at the same time.
The "STATION ELEMENT" form contains information about a particular
climatic parameter or element observed.
It includes the element name,
observing programme, element observation schedule, instruments used to observe
the element, and information which relates the element to others. The element
relationship information is used by the quality control programme. Since a
station can observe many elements at the same time, there can be many
"STATION ELEMENT" forms valid at the same time, one for each element observed.
The "STN ELEMENT EXTREMES" form contains the extreme values that have
been observed by the station. There is one form per element and calendar
month, giving a total of 12 forms for each element. The form includes the
range of years observed to produce the values, the maximum and the date it
occurred, the minimum and the date it occurred, the mean of the value, the
standard deviation, and the maximum change observed between successive
values. Much of the information on this form is used by the quality control
programmes during data-entry. This is the only station history that does NOT
contain a record of the changes made. It only contains the most up-to-date
information available. Since this form contains climatic extremes, it is also
available from the "Retrieve actual climate data" selection from the main menu.
Data Dictionary Sub-system
The CLICOM Data Dictionary system contains a variety of information
about Data Ease and the climatic parameters or elements managed by CLICOM.
Information maintained for each dataset includes what it contains, how its
records are structured, and what area and time it covers. Information on
elements include the element code, name, definition and units of measurement.
The data dictionary system stores the data dictionary information in a number
of Data Ease forms. Each contains a certain type of information about the
data managed by the CLICOM system.
The "DATASET INFORMATION" form contains general information about each
dataset. It includes the name and description of the dataset as well as the
time and geographic coverage, the dataset size, and remarks.
The "DATASET DIRECTORY" form contains information about the physical
location of climate data stored by the CLICOM System. It includes the range
of stations and time for each dataset sorted on a tape, as well as information
about when the tape was written and how often it has been used.

-
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The "ELEMENT DEFINITION" form contains information necessary to
describe each climatological parameter managed by CLICOM. It. contains the
element code number, element name, and element definition as well as the
element units and storage scaling factor.
The "DATASET ELEMENT" form is used to relate the climatological
elements with datasets.
It contains only the DATASET-ID and the
ELEMENT-CODE. Thus it is easy to find all elements stored in a certain
dataset or all datasets that contain a certain element.
The "FIELD DEFINITION" form contains information on each data field
that is contained within any dataset record. It includes the name and
definition of each possible field.
The "DATASET RECORD" form relates each dataset to the record type it
contains.
A dataset can include more than one record type although in
practice, most datasets contain only one.
The "DATASET RECORD FIELD" form is used to relate the fields to the
records which contain them. It contains the field name, position within the
record, length and repeat factor. Using this form, you can build every
climatological record type used by CLICOM.
The "MISC CODE DEFINITION" form contains definitions for all coded
values used by CLICOM that are not element-codes. It describes items such as
the meanings of flags or coded data values such as cloud-type.
The "DATASET OBSERVATION" form is used to relate datasets to the
observing programme(s) which are the source of their data. For example, the
data from the observations made in support of aircraft operations would
probably be stored in an hourly dataset. However, a daily dataset might also
contain information from the same observation type. Thus this form is used to
find which dataset contains observations of a certain type and what
observation types are the source of the data in any dataset.
Inventory Sub-system
The inventory subsystem is used in conjunction with the station
history and data dictionary sub-system to determine what data are actually
available for a given location and time.
Use ofspecialkeys
Many CLICOM functions are managed by Data Ease which is a commercial
Data Base Management System. Data Ease makes extensive use of the function
keys (the 10 keys labeled Fl through F10 on the left of the keyboard), the
cursor control keys (the keys with numbers and arrows on the right of the
keyboard), and other special keys.
Frequently used function keys are
described below:

-
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Function Keys
Data Ease usually displays the current uses of the major function keys at the
bottom of the screen. However, the keys often have the same meaning. The
most commonly used meanings are presented below.

Data_Eas e_Name

Use in Record and Report_Mode

More

Scroll through the single line menu at
the top of the screen.

Enter

Store
the
record
information given.

View

View a record. View the first record
using a key or view the next record if
no key is specified.

F4

End

End work with the current record type,
cancel the current report or cancel
printing of anything.

F5

Form Clear

Clear the form (Erase all the fields)

F6

Field Clear

Clear/Erase the field

F7

Delete

Delete the current record

F8

Modify

Modify the current record (Replace the
old values with the values currently
displayed).

F9

Print

Print the record as displayed

F10

Field

Not used in record or report mode

Shift-F2.

Default Enter

Enter the default record.

Shift-F3

View Previous

View the previous record

Shift-F5

Default Form

Fill the.form with default values

Shift-F6

Default Field

Fill the field with the default value

Shift-F7

Default Delete

Delete the default record

Alt-F3

Continue View

View the next record
values specified

Alt-F5

Unchecked

Enter unchecked mode. This allows you
to move around the form without values
being checked or default values being
used.
Used when setting fields as
Search criteria.

Key
Fl

F2

F3

or

accept

with

the

the

key

-
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Cursor Control Keys
Ke£

Data Ease Name

Use in_Record and Report_Mode

Up-Arrow

Up

Previous field

Down-Arrow

Down

Next field

Left-Arrow

Left

Previous character

Right-Arrow

Right

Next character

Home

Home

First field on the form

End

End

Last field on the form

Backspace

Backspace

Delete previous character

Ins

Insert

Turn insert mode on/off

Del

Delete

Delete present character

Return

Return

End of field

Ctrl-C

Abort

Exists Data Ease prematurely - This is
for emergency use ONLY

Crtl-Atl-Del

Exists ANY programme prematurely and
restarts the system as if it had been
turned off. This is for emergency use
ONLY.

How to enter Climate data
Climate data can be entered into the CLICOM system through two primary
means: Key-entry, and summarization of other data. Instructions for key-entry
are given first, followed by a description of the summary programmes available.
i.

Key Entry
To key-enter data are quite simple. You simply follow the menu
choices given and fill in the required fields. As each value is
entered it is checked to make sure it is a reasonable value. It is
checked against the maximum and minimum values ever recorded for
the given station and month entered. It is checked against the
previous value entered to make sure it has not changed more than
would be expected. And it is checked against other items entered
for the same time period to make sure they are not inconsistent.
For example, the maximum temperature can not be less than the
minimum temperature. If values are marked as unreasonable the data
must be re-entered. The new entry is also checked. If the new
value is also unreasonable it must be re-entered again. Even an
unreasonable value is accepted if it is entered twice.

-
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Compute monthly data. You can produce monthly climate data by
summarizing daily climate data. In order to do this, select the
appropriate choice from the "Data Entry" menu and follow the
instructions given.
Compute element extremes. The CLICOM system maintains information
on the maximum, minimum, mean, and standard deviation of each
climatological parameter in the "STN ELEMENT EXTREMES" form which
is available through the "Retrieve climate data" of the "Retrieve
station information" menus. These values can be entered manually
or can be produced by reading the digital file of the daily climate
data. There is a programme, which will summarize the daily data
file and produce the monthly extreme values. In order to run the
programme, select the appropriate choice from the "Data Entry" menu
and follow the instructions given.

Quality Control
In order to ensure that climatological data entered into the CLICOM
system is as accurate as possible, procedures for detecting errors are
provided. The error-detection procedures are normally referred to as quality
control or simply QC. The CLICOM system uses three levels for quality
control, each designed to detect different types of errors.
Level 1 -

This QC is built into the data-entry programmes and checks
for errors commonly made during data-entry. As each value
is entered it is checked to make sure it is a reasonable
value. It is checked against the maximum and minimum values
ever recorded for the given station and month entered. It
is checked against the previous value entered to make sure
it has not changed more than would be expected. And it is
checked against other items entered for the same time period
to make sure they are not inconsistent. For example, the
maximum temperature can not be less than the minimum
temperature.

Level 2 -

This level will be referred to as the Second Pass QC. It
displays the previously entered data and allows a validator
to add, change, or delete data. All data entered are
subject to the same checks as noted in level 1 above.
Values that are marginally satisfactory are highlighted in
cyan (light blue) while values that are unreasonable are
highlighted in red. When the validator positions to a "red"
field he can select one of five options. He can accept the
value as accurate, accept the value with a low level of
confidence, replace the value with an actual data value,
replace the value with an estimate, or skip the value.
Although the validator is free to skip "red" values at will,
all "red" values must be acted upon before the data can be
loaded into the archive.

-

Level 3 -
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This level will be referred to as the Third Pass QC. It
performs an "areal value check".
That means that the
programme assembles all values recorded at the same time and
compares them to one another. Like level-2, this must be
operated by someone who has received the appropriate
training.
This level of QC can only be performed for some of the data
entered.
It requires a relatively dense network of
stations, dense enough so that adjacent stations will record
values that have something in common, and dense enough to
provide enough stations for the programme to determine a
pattern of how the values vary. Also, some climatological
elements, such as precipitation may vary so much from
station to station that this type of analysis is not useful.
Unlikely values are noted and the operator interacts with
the programme in the same way as done in the level-2 QC

Searching for Records
In general, to find climate data for a given location and time you
follow four basic steps. First, you use the CLICOM station history section to
find the station nearest the location of interest. The station history will
also tell you if the station observed the data you are interested in at the
time you would like. Second, you consult the data dictionary to find out what
dataset holds the data of interest. Third, you use the inventory section to
make sure that the data of interest is not missing. And, fourth, you access
the data. In order to follow the steps outlined, you need to know how to
search for records using the CLICOM System.
Most of the time that you want to search for a record the menu will ask
for the criteria to be used in the search. In those cases you simply fill in
the fields required and the CLICOM system does the rest. However, sometimes
you must use the Data Ease record search commands, or the Data Ease report
writer. If you are given a blank data form you need to use the Data Ease
search commands. In general the search commands can be used to answer simple
requests such as find the record with this field = "A" AND another field = "B"
etc. Complex requests requiring "or" conditions and non-equal relationships
(such as greater than or less than) require you to use the report writer. The
report writer commands are explained if you chose the "How to ask complex
questions" menu.
How to change Records
The CLICOM System uses the Data Ease DBMS to store all data. Data Ease
provides a simple and straightforward method to change records that requires
very little explanation.
First, only users with the appropriate level of authority are allowed to
change records. If the menus presented to you do not provide choices to add,
change, or decide records, you do not have that authority.

-
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Second, select the type of record you would like to change from the menu
choices provided.
Third, some choices ask you for the record to be changed and find it for
you. Others require you to use the Data Ease record search commands to find
the records you would like to change. If you need to use the Data Ease record
search commands but are not familiar with them, you should select the help
menu that explains them.
Fourth, once you have located the record to be changed simply type the
changes of fields presented on the form. Many fields have built in checks to
make sure the values entered are reasonable. If you type an incorrect value
the terminal will beep and inform you of the error. Type the correct value.
Sometimes, Data Ease becomes confused with the values you have entered and
will not accept a value that you are sure is correct. If the error message
given
says that the greatest or lowest value allowed is "Lookup" something, you
might have to start over from the beginning. If you run into this problem but
do not want to retype the whole form, just hit Shift-F3, F3 to bring back the
form as previously stored.
Fifth, after you have made all of the changes to the form you would
like, hit F8 (Modify).
Data Ease will respond with "Record Modified".
NOTE: If you do not hit F8 before leaving the record the changes will NOT be
saved. If you hit F2 (Enter), you tell Data Ease to store the record on the
screen as a new record instead of changing the one given. Do NOT do this
unless you are sure that is your intention.
Sixth, when you are finished with a record (after hitting F8), you can
select additional records to be changed, or hit F4 to return to the menu.
How to Update Station Information
Since historic station information is of interest, the CLICOM Station
History system is designed to automatically maintain a record of the changes
made to a station' over time. However, sometimes station information might be
in error. In those cases the user (you) do NOT want to keep a record of the
change made to correct the information. You simply want the value changed,
with no record kept of the previous (incorrect) value. Therefore, the CLICOM
station history makes a distinction between a station UPDATE (a change in
information about a station) and a station CORRECTION (a correction of an
error that was made). This section describes how to UPDATE a station.
In order to update station information select the "Update and existing
station" from the "Station History Maintenance" menu. You will then be given
another menu with a series of possible update types. Choose the selection
that will perform the type of change you would like to make.
Most of the update functions require very little explanation. You
simply follow the instructions as they are given to you. However, there are
three basic types of updates to be made and each has its own requirements.

-
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To CLOSE something, (a station, an observation type, or an element) you
fill the fields requested and hit F2. CLICOM will then find all records which
meet the conditions specified and will change the "current" ending dates
(9999-12-31) to the closing data given.
To ADD an observation type or an element you follow the same procedures
used when adding a new station.
If you are not familiar with those
procedures, read the help available on "how to add a new station". However,
while reading those procedures keep in mind that you will be adding an
observation type or an element only.
To UPDATE station information is quite simple.
You follow the
instructions given. The system will ask for information to determine which
records to update and the effective date of change. It will then find the
"current" record for the station, will set the ending date of that record to
the change date, and will give you a form with all of the current values
filled in. You retype the fields that have changed and then hit F8 and then
hit F4. Note: As you change fields Data Ease checks them to make sure they
contain valid values. If you enter a value that is not possible, the terminal
will beep and display a message in the upper right of the screen telling you
what the error is. If that happens, fix the value. If Data Ease gives you a
message that contains "Lookup" something you can not retype the value.
Instead you should hit F5,. F3 to bring the form back as originally given to
you. Then type the updates again.
How to Correct Station Information
In order to correct station information select the "Correct existing
information for a station" from the "Station History Maintenance" menu. You
will then be given another menu with a choice for each station history form
type. Choose the one you would like to correct. If you would like to correct
more than one type of form you must work with them one at a time.
The CLICOM facility which allows you to correct station information
provides the most powerful modification commands provided by CLICOM. In order
to use the feature you MUST know how to use the Data Ease search commands. If
you are not familiar with those commands, please review the information
available by selecting the "How to search for records" choice from the
"Introduction of CLICOM" menu.
Once records have been located, changing them is quite simple. You
retype the fields to be changed and then hit F8. The change is then stored.
You can then use the Data Ease search commands to find other records or you
can return to the correction menu by hitting F4. DO NOT hit F2 while in this
facility. That will tell Data Ease to store a new record with the value on
the screen; it will NOT change the record displayed.
As you change fields Data Ease checks them to make sure they contain
valid values. If you enter a value that is not possible, the terminal will
beep and display a message in the upper right of the screen telling you what
the error is. If that happens, fix the value. If Data Ease gives you a
message that contains "lookup" something you cannot retype the value. Instead
you should hit F5, F6 to get the form back as originally given to you. Then
type the update again.
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How to Retrieve Station Information
In general, the CLICOM Station History system provides two basic means
of retrieving station information: finding stations that satisfy some
conditions, and displaying information for stations found.
The "find"
facility provides standard reports to search for stations based on stations
based on station name or location and allows the user to use the Data Ease
search commands or report writer to search based on other criteria. The
standard search reports provide a brief summary of station information for
those stations found. The Data Ease search commands provide the information
available in each of the four station history forms. If you are not familiar
with the Data Ease search commands, you should review the help information in
the "help" section that explains how to search for records in the data base.
Once you have found a station, you can use the "examine" facility to
view more detailed information about the station. These standard reports
produce a variety of information, from a simple summary to a complex history
of all station information available for a station. All of the reports
require you to provide the LOCAL-ID for the station of interest. If you do
not know the LOCAL-ID, you should use the "find" facility to find it.
Exporting Data from the CLICOM System
The CLICOM System provides a facility for "exporting" climate data.
That means that data can be written to disc, diskette, or tape in standard
formats. Thus, the data can be sent to other people who are interested in the
data, or the data could be used by data analysis packages that are not part of
CLICOM. Since the data are written in standard formats, the data can be read
by anyone with hardware capable of reading the media used. For example, if
the data are written to double-sided diskettes, anyone with an IBM-compatible
PC could read it. They would not need to use CLICOM System software.
If you would like to export data as described above, just select the
"Copy data to disc/tape for export" choice from the "Retrieve Actual Climate
Data" menu.
Climatological Data Products
What is available and how each is produced.
The CLICOM system provides a number of programmes which produce standard
climatological data products. Additional products will be added as they are
developed. The following procedures are available at this time.
1. Copy climate data from tape to disc. There is a special help section
available which explains this procedure. Additional products will be
added as they are developed. The following procedures are available
from the "Retrieve Actual Climate Data" menu.
2. Select a subset of data for analysis. All of the climatological
analysis programmes read the climate data sequentially. That means that
if you want to analyse data that is near the end of a file, or you only

18 want to analyse a single element out of many stored, the programme
will spend a lot of time reading data that is not used while
finding the data to be analysed.
This problem would be
particularly acute if you wanted to perform a number of analyses on
the same data.
In order to speed up processing, the CLICOM System allows the user
to select a subset of data for analysis. The selecting programme writes
the data to a special file that is completely independent from the main
data file. The selecting programme also does not read the data
sequentially out but instead "jumps" directly to the beginning of the
data wanted. This can save a significant amount of time, particularly
if the data wanted is near the end of a large file.
Once a subset is written it can be viewed, used by any of the
CLICOM analysis programmes, or have additional data appended to it.
There are also menu choices available to erase a subset file.
NOTE: only one subset file is available for each data type.
3. List monthly means/extremes. The CLICOM System maintains a file called
"STN ELEMENT EXTREMES" which is available through the standard menu
choices. It contains the record maximum, record minimum, mean, standard
deviation, and maximum rate of change for each climatological element
observed at a given location. The information is summarized by month.
The "Produce a report of Monthly Means/Extremes" menu choice produces an
easy to read summary of that information. The report runs very quickly.
4. List
daily means/extremes.
The
"Produce
a
report
of
Daily
Means/Extremes" menu choice produces comprehensive daily climatological
means and extremes of temperature and precipitation. For each day in
the year (366 values), it computes the mean, mean maximum, extreme
maximum, mean minimum and extreme minimum temperatures as well as the
nearest amount of precipitation and snowfall to occur on that day. It
also produces monthly summaries of each of the above values. NOTE:
This report reads through an entire period of record for a station and
takes about 1 minute per decade to read.
5. Produce a 2-way correlation table. The CLICOM System provides a utility
to produce a correlation table for ANY 2 climatological elements
observed at the same frequency at a given location. Thus, for example
the occurrence of hourly precipitation and visibility, or visibility and
ceiling could be compared. The utility is entirely generalized and will
work with either hourly or daily data sets, but not both at the same
time. The programme asks the user to define the station, period and
elements to be considered. It also requires the user to determine the
ranges of the elements to be used in the comparison. For example,
temperature might be divided into 5 degree segments over the range from
0 to 40 degrees. The ranges chosen are entirely up to the user. This
provides the greatest possible flexibility and allows the correlation to
be tailored to the needs of the user.
NOTE: The programme reads through all of the data requested and can
take a considerable amount of time. In general, it takes about 1 minute
per decade to process daily data and about 2 minutes per year to process
hourly data.
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6. Produce a monthly plot of daily maximum and minimum temperatures as well
as daily precipitation. This plot can be produced for any daily data
managed by CLICOM.
7. Produce a monthly data tabulation. This tabulation is divided into 4
parts: Monthly summary data; daily data values for the month; a station
index; and the definition of the elements listed.
Data for the
tabulation can be selected by station range and month.
8. For additional specialized analysis, programmes will need to be
developed. You will need to consult with someone who has been trained
in computer programming in order to write whatever new programmes might
be necessary. If you develop analysis programmes which you think might
be useful to other CLICOM System users, please contact WMO.
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USING THE CLIMATIC DATA BASE TO ASSIST AGRICULTURAL PLANNING
by
R.D. Sternr
1.

University of Reading, U.K.

Introduction

The basic CLICOM software will provide facilities for the management and
summary of the climatic database. It will also be straightforward for
countries to prepare routine reports and to export data in a variety of
formats for other users of the data. A range of "applications software"
will also be provided as extra modules. This and the next session give two
examples of applications packages that are scheduled to be available with
the CLIOOM system in the near future.
The application discussed here is simple in that a computer is a
convenience rather than a necessity.
This contrasts with the SWRRB package
introduced tomorrow which is an example of an application that would be
impossible without powerful computing facilities.
Most countries have more information on rainfall than on any other
variable. Particularly in the tropics, the variability of rainfall is also
an important factor in determining the variability of planting dates and
crop yields. My objective here is to investigate some of the questions on
agricultural strategy that can be answered by an analysis of rainfall
records.
Traditional methods of rainfall analysis often sum data into five or ten
day totals, thus losing valuable information on features such as dry spells.
Within the CLICOM system, countries will be encouraged to enter the daily
data.
The methods discussed here take daily rainfall as the basic unit and
summarise the records in ways that have direct applications in agricultural
planning. For example, the characteristics include the average and
variability of the start, end and length of the rains. The user has
considerable flexibility in defining the criterion for any characteristic.
So a definition of the start of the rains could depend on the soil type or
the crop that is to be planted. Though simple, these direct methods have
rarely been applied properly or to full advantage.
In this seminar the ideas of the method of analysis are introduced
without the computer in a combination of lecture and practical work. This
is followed by demonstrations and practicals showing the use of the computer
for these analyses with larger data sets.

2.

An example - the start of the rains

A handout gives a few years of daily rainfall data from one site.
The
date of the start of the rains is to be found for each year and some
summary statistics derived. Four alternative definitions of this date are to
be considered as follows:
i)

First day after 1st April with more than 20mm in 1 or 2 days.

ii) As (i) but with, in addition, no 10 day dry spell in the next 30 days.
iii)
iv)

As (i) but commencing 1st May.
As (ii) but commencing 1st May.
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As an example. Table 1 gives the data for 1957. The results for the 4
events in this year are:
(i)
(iii)

3rd April
5th May

(ii)
(iv)

5th May 5th May

This example should illustrate the ease with which some useful features of
the daily climatic records can be obtained. Later the analysis of the full
record for this site is considered.
Table 1 Daily rainfall measurements (mm) for 1957 at Samaru
Mar

April

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

—

-

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-•
—

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

—
—

May

June

July

-

2.8
1.5
7.1
14.7

-

21.1
-

6.6
-

Aug

Sept

—

5.1

12.2

-

-

13.0

10.2
5.1
10.2

Nov
-

5.1

-

-

-

-

-

7.6

54.6

-

-

—
-

23.9
0.8

5.3
16.0

43.9
13.7

1.8
8.1
19.8

0.5
5.3
0.3

-

-

14.5

4.6

1.3
15.5

-

-

17.5

1.3

1.3
0.5

-

_
.-

—

—

3.3

28.7
0.8
8.9
25.4

-

17.0

1.3

-

6.4

1.5

-

-

30.2
7.1
0.8

—
-

_
-

7.9
—
—

-

8.9
-

13.2
39.6
37.6
-

23.6

-

43.9
-

-

3.0

1.0
-

34.8
-

3.0
-

-

10.7
-

26.2

0.5
26.4
-

35.1

-

—
-

3.3
9.7
-

-

27.7
7.1
20.8
1.3
37.8
6.9
—

-

Oct

31.0
11.4
4.1
1.3

-

6.1
34.0
-

9.1
3.6
8.6
10.9

-

17.3
3.0
37.8
17.8
0.8

6.9

-

-

5.6

58.7
0.5
17.5

5.6
27.2
49.5

-

-

71.1

-

15.7
-

-

5.1

—

*

—

Different aero-climatoloeical characteristics
Three different agro-climatological characteristics of the rainfall are
considered.
i)
ii)

Start of the rains.
Dry spells. The chance of a 10 day dry spell was incorporated into
one of the definitions of the start of the rains considered above.
They can also be considered in their own right.

-

iii)
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End of the growing season. A simple water balance equation is used
and the end of the growing season is defined as the first date
(after a specified initial day) that the water balance falls to
zero.

The occurrence of long dry spells

To evaluate the chance of a long dry spell in a given period we have
first to define the threshold below which a day is considered dry. A
threshold of 0.85mm is used here. Then we consider one or more periods of
interest. For example, from Table 1, the longest dry run in July was 4 days
(from 9th - 12th). One of the practical exercises is designed to show how
easily data on dry spells can be extracted from the daily records.
5.

The end of the growing season

The second set of daily records consists of the results of a simple
water balance equation. Here the evaporation is taken as 5mm per day and
the total water that can be held in the soil is taken as 100mm. The end of
the growing season is defined as the first occasion after 1st September that
the water balance drops to zero.
Some of you may feel that this water balance equation is far too
»
simple.
For example they may want to use a more complicated model in which
the evaporation depends on both the time of year and the number of days
since it rained.
In practice the analysis may also be conducted with more
than one equation.
This parallels the analysis of the start of the rains,
given in practical 1, where 4 alternative definitions were used.
The
essential point here is that, whatever definition is used and however
complicated it is, each year of data yields just one number (here the date
on which the water balance first drops to zero). Thus the method of
analysis is the same.
6. The general method of analysing rainfall data
The same method of analysis can be applied to each of these
characteristics.
This method is as follows:
i)

A number of "events" of interest are specified, for example
rainfall totals for given periods of the year, or dates of the
start of the rains for appropriate definitions.
Note that important decisions will have to be made when defining
these events.
For example, what period are the data totalled
over?
What is considered to be a dry day?
How will evaporation
be calculated?

ii)

iii)

The value for this event is found for each year.
For each event
the data are therefore presented in a column which is of length
equal to the number of years of the record.
These columns of data are summmarised.

7.
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Using a computer to analyse daily records

A computer program called EVENT is designed for climatological studies
which require the searching of long records of daily data.
Two ways of
asking for information on a rainfall event are possible.
a) What happened on a specified date (or within a specified period)?
b) On what date did a specified event first occur?
A event can be a simple query about, for instance, the total rain that
fell in a given 10 day period, or a complex definition of the start or end
of the rains.
The program was written for analyses of rainfall or water
balance data but has also been used successfully with other climatic
variables.
Within the program, each definition is specified by the user.
One of
several basic types of event is chosen, and a number of conditions added to
this basic event.
These conditions may be selected from a wide range which
have evolved from suggestions made by agronomists, hydrologists and
agrometeorologists.
The definition of the start of the rains considered
earlier illustrates one type of event.
The EVENT program reads the daily records and outputs columns of data
in a form that can be input to a standard statistical package. An extended
version of this program is to be provided as an applications program for
CLI00M.
Although usable now, it is not yet integrated with the base CLICOM
software, nor does it satisfy the requirements of ease-of-use and error
trapping that are an important part of this project.
8.

Using a standard statistics package

The EVENT program is not designed to be used in isolation. It takes the
daily records and transforms them into a form that can easily be processed
and presented with a standard statistics package.
The program currently
produces a file that is ready for further processing by the statistics
package MINITAB.
This is a fairly powerful standard package but it is an
easy one to learn.
There are now a large number of statistics packages
available on microcomputers and countries involved.in serious applications
work should obtain a standard package rather than attempt to write their own
statistics program.

9.

The analyses in perspective

The previous section together with the practical work should have
established a method of analysis for the daily rainfall records.
The
practicals
emphasise the wide range of results that can be derived quite
simply.
The actual calculations are however only one part of any study.
Other aspects that must be considered include the following:
i)

The objectives of the work. These may range from the production of
an informative monthly report to an evaluation of some of the risks
involved in growing a specific crop.
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ii)

The availability of reliable data. In addition to checking data
quality, the method of analysis is only satisfactory if reasonably
long records are available. The length of record that is required
depends both on which events are considered and on the precision
that is required for the results.
If the analysis is being done
for many sites it is also important to consider using a set of
years common to all sites.

iii)

The presentation of the results. Graphs or tables can be given for
each site. Haps can be drawn if many sites have been considered.
The presentation of the results will also depend on the objectives
of the work.

10. Further work
The simplicity of the method of analysis has been emphasised partly by
considering only a subset of the questions that are important. Thus
individual events, i.e. single columns of data, have been used. Other
aspects can be considered by taking two or more events together. A simple
example, given in the last practical, is to consider the lengths of the
growing season once the dates of the start and end have been found for each
year.
i.e. length = (date of end) - (date of start)

*

It may also be of interest to assess whether there is any correlation
between events at different times of the season, for example, between the
dates of the start and end, or whether long dry spells in the middle of the
season are more likely after a late start.
If long records are available then it may be useful to conduct a time
se.ries analysis of some of the events. For example, is there any evidence
that the growing season is becoming shorter?
.
If good yield records are available then a study of the extent to which
the rainfall characteristics are related to crop yield may be of value.
Although the methods of analysis considered here are straightforward
they must be conducted thoughtfully because there are some traps for those
who wish to reduce the analysis of rainfall records to a mere standard •
routine.
Some of these traps are considered in Stern et al (1982).
One limitation of the method of analysis discussed here is the
necessity for long records. Alternative methods of analysis are available
which should be of value in countries where some long rainfall records exist
but most are relatively short. A brief description of this approach is
given in Stern and Dale (1983).
11.

Finally

Most countries devote far more effort to the collection of climatic
records than to their use. The main point made here is that the daily
rainfall records can be summarised quite simply and usefully. This summary
should not inevitably start by totalling the records to give 10 day or
monthly rainfall totals because then important characteristics such as the
occurrence of long dry spells can not be studied effectively. There should
be a continuing debate about the most important characteristics to study
which may well differ for different crops or different soil types. This
should also bring in other important climatic variables: the methods of
analysis are not limited to rainfall data.
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PRACTICAL WORK ON SIMPLE CLIMATE APPLICATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL PUNNING
by
R.O. Stern, University of Reading, U.K.
Introduction
These practicals and demonstrations illustrate different stages in the
analysis of the rainfall records- The first practical shows how information
on events of interest can be extracted by hand from the daily data. The
second poses some questions which are important for agricultural planning
and which can be considered via the data that have been extracted.
The third and fourth practicals use the computers again. The third
shows how charactertics of interest can be specified for the EVENTS program
and the fourth introduces MINITAB and shows how it is used to process the
output from the EVENTS program.
In most of these practicals it is necessary to convert dates to day
number and Table 1 gives the conversion that is used in these practicals.
Table 1.1

Conversion of dates to day numbers.

Month

Jan

Feb

Day 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Ï
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Mar
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

(January 1st = day 1")

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
,133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
-254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

-
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Practical 1
Date of the start of the rains
Each participant is given part (11 years) of the daily record. One of
the objectives of this practical is to emphasise how easy it is to derive
summary statistics from the daily rainfall records that do not involve an
initial totalling of the data. The full data set is analysed later. The
events to be considered are:
(i)

1st day after 1st April with more than 20mm on 1 or 2 days.

(ii)

As (i) but with, in addition, no 10 day dry spell in the next 30
days.

(iii)

As (i) but commencing 1st May,

(iv) As (ii) but commencing 1st May.
* Dry is here to be defined as a day with less than 0.85mm.
a.

Enter the results for each year for definition (i) in the table
provided on the next page.
Fill in the dates and then convert them to"
day numbers using Table 1.1.

b.

Evaluate a few summary statistics including those given in the table.
Convert the mean day number back into a date.

c.

If you have time, repeat the analysis for the other 3 definitions given
above.
You should find that extracting the data from the daily
observations is very quick and easy to do.

The results from this question are to be discussed before moving on to
questions 2 and 3.
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Table 2

Year

Dates of the start of the rains.
!
:

Date
(ii)
(iii)

(i)

'
(iv)

(i)

Day Number
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Earliest
Latest
Median

i

Mean

!

Standard !
Deviation !

2.

•

-

Dry Spells
Using the same daily data as in question 1, find
(i)

(ii)

the length of the longest dry spell in May of each year.
to be defined as any value less than 0.85mm.

Dry is

the length of the longest dry spell in June and in July of each
year. Enter all these results in Table 3 and evaluate the summary
statistics.

-
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End of the Growing Season
A second set of daily data gives the water balance using a very simple
equation where 5mm is subtracted each day for evaporation and the maximum
soil capacity is taken as 100mm.
If the end of the growing season is defined to be the first occasion
that the water balance drops to zero after 1st September, find the date of
the end of the season for each year of the record. Enter this date in Table
3 and evaluate the summary statistics.
Questions 2 and 3 should only have taken a few minutes, which
emphasises how easy it is to extract information on different events from
the daily data.
Table

3
Event

Year

Minimum
Median
Maximum
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Longest Dry Run
May
June July

End of growing season
Date
Day Number

-
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Practical 2
Analysis of the full set of data
This practical is conducted as a group discussion.
It is useful if
you can spend a few minutes looking at the problems and the data first.
Tables 4 and 5 gives the results for 48 years for the events considered
in Practical 1. Table 4 gives the data in year order. Table 5 gives some
summary statistics.
1. Suppose a recommended strategy is to plant sorghum on the first day
after 1st April when more than 20mm of rain falls in 1 or 2 days.
(i) By which date will planting have taken place in 80% of the years?
What is the probability that planting will be before 1st May?
(ii) The crop will fail to establish if there is a run of 10 or more dry
days at any time during the 30 days following planting. What is the
estimated probability that the crop fails?
(iii) What do you estimate is the probability that the crop will fail in
years when planting was in April? How many years of data did you u$e
in this calculation?
(iv) A new strategy is considered of planting only after 1st May.
the probability of crop failure for this strategy?
2.

What

is

(i) The length of the season is defined as the number of days between
the start and end of the season. Calculate the mean length of the
season. Did you need to return to the actual data in table 4 for
this? Similarly, how would you calculate the median length of .the
season?
(ii) The preferred variety of sorghum takes 160 days from planting to
harvest. What is the probability that, once successfully
established, the crop will be ready for harvest before the end of
the season. How does the probability change if a 120 day variety
is used? Could a mixed strategy be used where the 160 day variety
is used for early planting and the 120 day variety for late one?

-
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Table 4
Data from Samaru (example) on s p e c i f i e d events)

(i)

Day number of
Start of Rains
(ii) (iii) (iv)

115
126
108
118
115
156
116
134
113
126
118
134
118
138
120
140
160
158
129
134
109
122
136
95
131
125
114
118
143
94
143
115
147
99
111
123
154
160
107
HI
110
129
127
136
108
144
119
109

115
126
133
118
115
156
116
134
113
126
137
134
118
138
120
140
160
158
129
134
162
122
136
142
131
125
114
118
143
126
143
115
147
140
111
141
154
160
107
142
110
171
127
136
108
175
162
109

Year

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
Notes

127
126
133
131
133
156
124
134
123
126
137
134
127
138
122
140
160
158
129
134
162
122
136
142
131
125
128
139
143
126
143
137
147
124
155
123
154
160
144
142
136
129
127
136
129
144
162
127

127
126
133
131
133
156
124
134
123
126
137
134
127
138
122
140
160
158
129
134
162
122
136
142
131
125
128
139
143
126
143
137
147
140
155
141
154
160
144
142
136
171
127
136
129
175
162
127

Maximum Dry Run(days)
May

June

July

6
28
13
8
8
14
8
9
6
24
13
12
9
6
3
42
26
10
49
201
10
7
6
25
7
8
8
7
9
4
15
7
14
15
9
16
7
17
7
15
6
13
20
44
7
14
22
6

6
4
7
5
3
4
3
3
6
6
4
3
5
5
5
6
8
5
6
3
3
4
3
6
7
4
6
3
7
.3
4
7
4
5
5
3
7
4
5
6
5
4
5
7
4
11
7
5

6
5
5
3
13
6
3
4
4
4
7
4
7
6
6
6
5
7
4
2
5
6
5
2
3
6
5
2
9
4
8
3
4
4
4
3
7
3
5
4
3
6
3
6
6
5
5
5

Day Number
of end
of Season
300
302
289
289
295
295
293
289
292
296
291
308
291
289
283
293
282
303
309
295
292
284
297
314
302
290
301
302
301
308
296
288
292
287
305
313
287
286
303
294
287
287
288
284
284
287
302
291

1. A rainy day is defined here as one with > 0.85mm.
2. The four definitions of the start of the rains are as given in
section 2.
3. The water balance equation used for the end of the season assumes
5mm per day for evaporation and a maximum soil capacity of 100mm.
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Table

5

Suironarv of the data from the previous t a b l e s

Percentage
Everit
Maximum Dry Run
Point
! Start of rains
(iii)
May
June July
(iv)
(i) (ii)

!
!

End of
season

10%

108 111

124

125

6

3

20%

111 115

126

127

7

3

50%

123 134

134

136

10

5

5

293

80%

140 147

144

154

20

6

6

302

90%

154 160

158

160

28

7

7

308

Min

94 107

122

122

3

3

2

282

Max

160 175

162

175

201

11

13

314

Mean

125 133

137

139

17.5

5.0

5.0

!

295

S.D.

! 16.8 17.8

28.9

1.67

1.98

:

8.2

11.8 13.5

3

284
3

,

287

-
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Practical 3 - Using the EVENT Program
Introduction
This practical is to introduce participants to the EVENT program.
Initially it is demonstrated. Then participants use the package
themselves, on both a simple event and to try to produce the results from
the definitions of the start of the rains considered in the earlier
practicals.
Note the EVENT program is run here with quite a small data file because
the microcomputers being used are considerably slower than those that will
form part of the standard CLIOOM system.
1. Run the EVENT program as described below to give the rainfall totals for
3 "events" as follows.
i) 1 - 1 0 May
ii) 11 - 20 May
iii) 2 1 - 3 1 May

(day numbers 122 - 131)
(day numbers 132 - 141)
(day numbers 142 - 152)

(Note this example is also intended to emphasise that rainfall totals can be
considered as examples of "events". The availability of daily data should ».
not prevent users from calculating these characteristics. The work today
tried to make the point that to only consider 10 day totals is unnecessarily
limited. Ten day totals are however important characteristics and should be
calculated and used whenever they are required.)
In the following simulated session, the commands typed by the users are
underlined.
i) Exit from CLIOOM and change to the EVENT directory.
CD EVENT
EVENT-PC

(this runs the event program)

Name of Datafile

Give the name of the file which
contains your data. In this
example, the data file is called
SAMARU.13

SAMARU.13
Output file name?
0UTPUT.DAT
Evaporation file name
EVAP.DAT
Which type of event do you want?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Total amount between the dates
Length of spell on a day
Water balance on a day
Number of rain days between 2 dates
Dry spells
Wet spells
Start of the rains
End of the rains

-
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1
Number of Events? 3
tLower limi*? 0.85
Amount of lîain • Definition 1 The
the
Total amount between day the
and day the

example on this sheet shows
responses which will produce
ten-^day total rainfall for
3 It) day periods in May.

122 131
Amount of Sain • Definition 2
Total amount between day and day 132 141
Amount of Sain • Definition 3
Total amount between day and day 142 152
1928
1929

59.94
29.40

1939
1940

52.33
2*9

The output from the program is displayed on the screen as well as being
written to a file, which in this example will be called 0UTPUT.DAT
This output file is ready to read into a stiatlstics package called MINITAB.
Look at the contents of this file by typingTYPE

ooraor.MTA

2.
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Defining the start of the rains

The event program can accept quite complicated definitions of the start
of the rains.
Before entering your definition to the computer study the
example below, which shows both the types of definition that are allowed and
the way they can be recorded on a coding sheet.
i) The start of the rains could be defined simply as "the first
occurrence of 30mm in the year".
ii) One complication might be to consider only rainfalls after some
earliest possible starting date, say May 1st, will be considered.
iii)

Perhaps the total rainfall need not fall on a single day but, on one
day, must exceed 30 mm within a 5 day period.

iv) Furthermore, it must rain at least 3 of the 5 days.
The full definition so far is thus "the first day after 1st May with
more than 30 mm within a 5 day period of which at least 3 are rainy.
v) A crop planted on the first day satisfying this definition may only
become established if there is no dry spell for 7 or more days in the
first 30 days of its growth cycle. Adding this condition gives the
"successful start of the rains" date.
vi) A 10 day dry spell during the remainder of the growth cycle (say 90
days) may result in the failure of the crop, so adding this as a
further condition gives the "successful season" start date.
This last 'event' is the most complicated that the start of the rains
section allows. It is "the first day after 1st May with more than
30 mm within a 5 day period of which at least 3 are rainy.
Furthermore, there must be no dry spell of 7 or more days at any time
in the 30 days after planting, and no dry spell of 10 or more days in
the next 90 days". The program finds this date for each year of the
record.
The instructions to the program to find the date of occurrence of each
of the six events described above are shown opposite.
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EVENT TYPE 7 : START OF THE RAINS

Type of Event
Number of Events
0.85

Lower limit

121 121 121 121 121

First day from day _ (Give day no.)
with an amount >
and <

_

30

30

30

30

30

30

887 887 887 887 887 887

_

Cumulative total over how many days _
If > 1, is more than 1 to be wet?
If YES. how many?

*

_

If > 1, must start day itself be wet?
With no dry spell length?

*

_

If > 0. in the next _(How many days?)

30

30

Conditional on no dry spell in the
growing period?

*

31
If YES, the growing period is from _

120
to

_

10
If YES, what length dry spell?

_
* 1 = YES
2 = NO

37 3. Enter any two of the definitions of the start of the rains used earlier
(or other of your choice) on the blank coding sheet provided. Then run the
EVENT.PC program with the same data set as before and the definitions you
have given.

Type of Event
Number of Events
Lower limit
First day from day _ (Give day no.)
with an amount >
and <

_

_

Cumulative total over how many days _
If > 1. is more than 1 to be wet?
If YES. how many?

_

If > 1, must start day itself be wet?
With no dry spell length?

*

*

_

If > 0, in the next _(How many days?)
Conditional on no dry spell in the
growing period?

*

If YES, the growing period is from _
to
If YES. what length dry spell?

_

_

* 1 = YES
2 = NO

Practical 4.
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Using the Statistics Package MINITAB

Introduction
MINITAB is a general purpose statistical computing system, designed
especially for students and researchers who have no previous experience with
computers. It is easy to use, very flexible, and fairly powerful. It is
designed primarily for moderate size data sets which can be stored in main
memory.
In Britain MINITAB has become a popular statistics package in
universities, colleges and other research organisations. It has been
available for a number of years on a wide range of mainframe and
mini-computers. It has recently been implemented on the more powerful range
of micro-computers.
The version of MINITAB used on this course has been lent by the British
agents CLE COM Ltd.,»* Kings Court. 92 High Street, Kings Heath. Birmingham
B14 752, UK who could be contacted for further information. Alternatively,
MINITAB can be contacted directly at MINITAB Inc.. 215 Pond Laboratory.
University Park. PA 16802. USA.
1. Starting to use MINITAB
To simplify the work all the computers have been set up. MINITAB has
been loaded and the SAMARU data from the rainfall handout. Table 4 have been
entered.
The screen should show you the MINITAB "prompt"
MTB>
MINITAB is an "interactive" package. This means that you take it in turn
with the computer.
Whenever you see the MINITAB prompt, MTB> it is your,
turn to type something. When you press the return key it becomes MINITAB*s
turn to respond.
a) MINITAB is a well written package so it doesn't matter if you make
mistakes for example if you type "BBCCDD" it will merely reply
* ERROR * NAME NOT FOUND IN DICTIONARY
Notice no harm has been done - so be adventurous.
b) MINITAB understands about 150 commands - one of those is HELP.
Try typing HELP and return.
Once you are able to use the package, the HELP facilities are useful
to remind you how each command works.
* Please note that the UK distributors of MINITAB. CLE COM. have absolutely
no connection with the WMO project CLICOM - except they have a similar
name!!

c) The rainfall data from Table
called CI C2
C9
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4 have been entered into the nine columns

Type "INFO" and you should see there are 9 columns each of length 48.
Type
PRIN C1-C9
to check the data are really there.
(Note 1. Some shorthand has been used here. MINITAB only needs 4 letters,
so PRIN is enough. You could equally type
PRINT C1-C9
PRINT THE DATA IN C1-C9

PRIN C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9
the result will be the same).
(Note 2. CI
is the year number
C2-C5 gives the start of the rains for definitions (i) to (iv)
respectively
C6-C8 gives the length of the longest dry spells in May, June
and July
C9
gives the date of the end of the rains)
2.

Displaying the data
First, a general look at some columns of the data. Type
PLOT C3 against CI
PLOT C9 against CI
MPLOT C3 CI C9 CI
HIST C7

(plot of date of start v. years)
(plot of date of end v. years)
(plot of both together)

This last command gives a histogram of -the maximum length of dry spells in
June. Other histograms can be found similarly - try a few.
3.

Summary Statistics

a) The mean date of the start (definition ii) is given by typing
MEAN C3

(answer : day 133, the 12th May)

b) Similarly for the standard deviation, type
STAN C3

(answer : 17.8 days)

c) The end of the season is not as variable as the start, type
STAN C9

(answer : 8.2 days)

d)
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If you would like a lot of summary statistics, try
DESCRIBE C3
This gives, in order:
MEAN
133
MEDIAN
133
Trimmed mean (ignore this)
Standard Deviation 17.8 days
Standard error of mean (ignore this)
Maximum 175
Minimum 107
75% point. Q3 143
25% point. Ql 118
You can see some of these are correct if the data in C3 are sorted.

Try
SORT C3 into CIO
PRINT CIO

(note it prints across the screen)

e) To summarise all the columns of events, type
DESCRIBE C2-C9 .
4.

Length of the season
Some of the questions in example sheet 2 on the rainfall handout
concerned the length of the season. This is just the "end minus the start".
Use column C3 for the start (this is definition (ii) ).
LET Cll = C9-C3
MEAN Cll
MEAN = 161 days (about 5 months)
DESCRIBE Cll
This shows the minimum length with these definitions was 112 days (less than
4 months), the maximum was 196 days (over 6 months).
5.

Relationships between the columns of data
Is there any evidence of a trend with time?
i) The simplest way to look at this is to plot columns against
the year's number, repeating part of question 2
e.g. PLOT
PLOT
PLOT
PLOT

C2 CI
C7 CI
C9 CI
Cll CI

or even MPLOT C2 CI and C9 CI and Cll CI.

-
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ii) You can look further by getting the correlation coefficient
between different columns. Try
CORR C3 CI
CORR C9 CI
CORR Cil CI
iii)

If you want lots of correlations you can always type
CORR

C1-C5 C9 Cll

This gives more results but some may be confusing to interpret:
a)

For example, was the correlation between C2 and C3 a sensible
quantity to calculate.

b) The correlation between C2 and C9 is interesting. It allows
a check on whether there might be a reltionship between the
date on which the rains start and the date on which the season
ends. (Try a plot of C2 against C9 as well.)
c) The correlation between the date of the start, C2 and C3 say
and the length of the rains, Cll, is higher than the
correlation between C9 and Cll, i.e. the date of the end and
the length. Is this important? I think not, but why not?
Postscript
Check and discuss how easily you have been able to use this statistics
package. Most find it very easy and decide they will, in future, look for
the most appropriate package rather than encourage staff to write their own
programs.
If you have time or would like to use the MINITAB in spare time later
then the following example shows how to use MINITAB from the beginning.
a)

If you are in MINITAB type STOP to get out;.

b) You should now have a "prompt" like
C:\MINITAB>
If not. then ask one of the demonstrators.
c) Put the "KEY" disc into the disc drive and type
A:MTABEM
On pressing the return key you should go back into MINITAB.

-
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Create a small data set - either your own, or try the following
MTB> READ Cl C2
DATA> 15 1
DATA> 23 4
DATA> 20 3
DATA> 17 2
DATA> 31 5
DATA> END
MTB.PRINT Cl C2
Follow this with other commands if you wish.

e)

If you have entered the data above then the following is a simple
test of a statistics package. Type
MEAN C2

(notice the numbers in C2 are just 1.2.3.4 and 5)

The response should be
MEAN = 3.0000
Now type
STAN C2
(this should give
ST.DEV. = 1.5811.
f)

Now produce some further columns from the column C2
LET C3 = C2+1000
LET C4 = C2+10000
LET C5 = C2+100000
LET 06 = C2+1000000
PRIN C2-C6
DESC C2-C6

What is the mean and standard deviation of the .column C3?

You should

find
i)
ii)

The mean is now
The standard deviation is still

1003
1.5811

C4 C5 and 06 also have the same standard deviation as C2. (This is quite
sensible because they have all been calculated by adding a constant to the
data in C2).
However, you may be surprised to find that many statistics programs do not
give the correct answers to all these columns. Try it if you use a
statistics program at home. If you have a calculator with statistical
functions then try it on your calculator as well. Most give the wrong
answer for column 06 (and also possibly 05)!
Note the important message is that, although it is easy to write
statistics programs, it is difficult to write good ones. If a program you
use cannot even calculate a standard deviation correctly for all sets of
data, then you clearly should not trust it for more complicated things like
regression.

-
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ADVANCED CLIMATE APPLICATIONS - CONTINUOUS SIMULATION
MODELS FOR NATURAL RESOURCE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
by
A. Nicks
Agricultural Research Services (ARS) Laboratory, Durant, Oklahoma, U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in 1978 the USDA-ARS started development of the CREAMS Model
(Chemical, Runoff, Erosion and Agricultural Managements Systems). The major
feature of this model was the continuous simulation (daily time step) of the
hydrological, erosional, and chemical transport process, using readily
available climatic soils, and chemical compound data. The objective of this
model was to analyze the quality of surface runoff water from farm fields
operated under various Resource Management Systems. An outgrowth of the
CREAMS model development has produced several other models such as SWRRB
(Simulation of Water Resources on Rural Basins), and EPIC (ErosionProductivity Impact Calculator). These models were similar to CREAMS using
the same subprocess models, however each of these two models have different
applications objectives. SWRRB was developed to simulate the water yield and
sediment response of land use, treatment and conservation systems on
basin-scale areas ranging in size from a few hectares to several hundred
km2. Its major feature is the capability to analyze the combined effects of
management practises over a basin area which may include various cropping
systems, flood control/water supply structures, and cultural practises. SWRRB
use the same hydrologie submodel that is used in CREAMS, however because it
was developed for use on basin-size areas, the user may specify from 1 to 5
sub-basin areas for which the runoff and sediment transport loads may be
simulated. A climate data generator was added to the model in order to
provide the user with the means of simulating long term climatic impacts on
the basin runoff and sediment transport characteristics
Growing concerns about the effects of erosion on crop yields in areas of
intensive agricultural land use identified the need for a model to project
these effects over a period of up to 50 years in length. Thus, EPIC was
developed to provide a tool to evaluate alternative resource managements
systems to maximize crop yield while minimizing the depletion of the soil
resource base. EPIC coupled with a Linear Programming economic model provides
a method of quantifying these impacts of climate, land use, and soil erosion
on crop yields. EPIC is essentially the same hydrologie model as CREAMS and
SWRRB. However, crop yield, wind erosion, and nutrient cycling models have
been added.

The three models and their objective functions are:
MODEL

SCALE

OBJECTIVE

CREAMS

Field

EPIC

Field

SWRRB

Basin

Water quality, sediment, nutrient and
pesticides losses
Erosion-productivity, chemical physical and
soil resource, depletion, crop yield
Water supply - sediment transport, offsite
impacts of basin treatments

-
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DATA REQUIREMENTS

The data requirements for each of these models are similar but are not
exactly the same because of the specialized objectives of each. For example,
chemical parameters for nutrients and pesticides are not required for SWRRB,
pesticides parameters are not used with EPIC, however more detailed soil
chemical and physical properties are needed with this model due to a more
detailed submodel that simulates changes in soil depth and chemical depletion
due to erosion. The major areas of data inputs and components requirements
are:
Climate:
Daily precipitation
Monthly mean maximum air temperature
Monthly mean minimum air temperature
Monthly mean total solar radiation
Topographic Setting
Catchment area
Channel length
Channel slope
Overland flow length
Overland flow slope
Soil Data
Total porosity (or bulk density)
Wilt point water content at (15 bar)
Field capacity water content at (1/3 bar)
Saturated hydraulic conductivity
Soil erodibility
Textural class
Effective root zone depth or limiting layer
Crop or land-use data
Crop leaf area index
Planting date
Harvest date
Tillage type (turn plow, disk, furrow listing, etc.)
Tillage dates
In addition to these data, two of the models have climate data
generators which generate daily values of precipitation, air temperatures and
solar radiation. To run the climate generator, climate summary data and long
term means are needed for:

-
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Mean number of rainy days per month
Mean monthly precipitation
Maximum 24 hour rainfall for each month
Mean maximum air temperature for each month
Mean minimum air temperature for each month
Extreme maximum air temperature for each month
Extreme minimum air temperature for each month
Mean total solar radiation for each month
Length of record
Latitude of station
With these data it is possible to calculate the climate generator
parameter. Generally long term climatic or synoptic stations near the model
application site would be used to obtain these data. Adjustments for local
variations between the climate station and the site may be required.
3.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
CREAMS:
(a) Evaluation of best management practises for field sized areas.
(b) Chemical and sediment loads delivery to receiving stream from edge
of field.
(c) Evaluation of deep percolation of nutrients and pesticides below
the root zone and to the ground water table
(d) Evaluation of planting and harvest date strategies on crop yield.
(e) Effects of the above under irrigation management
EPIC;
(a) Effects of management strategies on yield (fertilizer, water, and
pests).
(b) Economic evaluation of long term erosion loss on yield.
(c) Climate impact on yield.
(d) Depletion of soil resource base due to erosion and intensified use.
SWRRB:
(a) Evaluation of water yield and sediment transport on gauged and
ungauged basin sized areas and corresponding reservoir water and
sediment deposition budgets.
(b) Extension of water yield and sediment transport response from
gauged basins with the use of synthetically generated climate data.

-
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(c) Evaluation of offsite impacts (downstream reduction of water and
sediment yield) and benefits of basin wide treatments such as
flood control reservoirs, farm ponds, and land use treatment
projects.
(d) Evaluation of climate and land use on useful reservoir life.

4.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS

All of these models have utility in providing the basic data inputs
for meteorological Service product development. Output from these models can
be used to provide user information on the following categories and type of
presentations.
Site location

A.

Topographic, geographic setting
Climate
B.

iv

Management Practice
Conservation Practice
Hydrologie Response
Rainfall
Runoff
Plant water uptake
Soil moisture
Erosion
Deep seepage
Chemical loads

Tabular

Graphic

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Crop System
Yield
Water use
Perculation

i
ii
iii

c.

Text

X
X

Heuristic Assignment
Frequency - probability
Success - failure - risk

X

Report generating software programmes for each of these models are
under development. Daily status value of component processes of these models
such as runoff volume, peak flow rates, soil evaporation, plant water uptake,
soil moisture content, reservoir volume, percolation, etc. can be output to
tape or disk file for use in report generating programmes. While it is not
possible to anticipate all of the possible use of these data, generalized
report generating software for each of these models is under development.
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TRANSPORTABILITY OF SOFTWARE

During the development of the CREAMS, SWRRB, and EPIC models, many
scientists were engaged in formulating submodel processes at various locations
using different name brand mini- and mainframe computers. However the various
components were combined at one computer location and then dessiminated to the
various locations and tested on many different systems including CDC, IBM,
DEC, AMDAHL, VAX, Data General and others.
The models were originally
programmed in FORTRAN 66 on the various machines. Major differences in
programming were resolved by testing and running the models on various
machines and the changes incorporated into the final programme code. Most
coding changes required to run the model involve the assignment of input and
output device codes peculiar to the various machines. Also, in some cases,
the management of data and output files is handled differently, however these
required a minimum amount of changes.
Computationally, the models give the same results with minor roundoff
error due to the methods employed by the various computing systems routines.
Logic, and routing through subprocesses were made consistently the same.
The modeIs,^particularly SWRRB and the hydrology component of CREAMS
have been transferred to microcomputers and compiled in FORTRAN 66 language.
The models have proven to be very transportable between mainframe, mini and
microcomputers (using Microsoft FORTRAN).
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PRACTICALS USING SIMULATION MODELS
by
A. Nicks, USDA/ARS
The SWRRB model was selected for hands-on demonstration and usage
during the workshop. Each of the six work groups had the opportunity to run
the model with daily rainfall data files entered into the CLICOM system
(during previous sessions) from manuscript data brought to the workshop by
several of the member country participants. In the limited time available,
hands-on use of the CLICOM advanced applications software and hardware systems
was demonstrated using actual climate data from the regions.
The first presentation of the advanced application during the workshop
was getting the participants oriented to using the interactive parameter entry
software program for the SWRRB model. This program called INTERACT allows the
user to enter a parameter which is command driven, then prompts the user to
enter, from the keyboard, the necessary parameter values required by the
model. The program formats the parameter data, checks for order of entry,
acceptable ranges of data, and then stores the parameters in a disk file, thus
freeing the user from the tedious and time consuming task of line by line data
entry. Examples of the type of parameter data and the order of entry is given
in forms 1. - 6.
In normal use, the user would complete forms 1. - 6. from the basin
topographic and soil maps, and/or other data sources listed in model users
guide before attempting to use the INTERACT program. In the workshop exercise
in order to conserve time, completed example forms were supplied to each user
group.
During the hands-on computer work session, each group used the
INTERACT program to enter data from the example model parameter forms supp.i ted
The final workshop sessions on advanced application consisted of using
the parameter set listed above and the daily rainfall files entered by each
group during the climate data entry session using the data base management
system. The users were asked to use the data base management system to
reformat the daily rainfall file to model format and merge it with the
parameter file entered earlier, then run the model from the data base system
using the merged files as input. This was accomplished by creating a batch
file that ran with a single keyboard command entry.
Two runs of the model were made by each group using the common
parameter file merged with each group's individual rainfall file. The first
run was made with the model parameters unaltered. The second run was made
with the model parameters changed to represent a portion of the basin
subjected to brush clearing or deforestation treatment. The run time to
complete both runs were approximately 8 minutes per year of record. The basin
chosen as an example was 538.8 sg. km. with 60 percent of the basin area in
forest and the remaining area in row and sowed crops. After each group
completed its runs, monthly data on rainfall, runoff and sediment transport
were plotted to demonstrate the utility of the model to show the differences
in man induced changes to the outputs from the basin. Examples of these
results are shown in figures 1-3.
During the time available, the participants of the workshop were
introduced to the concepts of continuous simulation modeling of water resource
systems. They were given examples of the types of models pertaining to water
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resource evaluations, small field areas and larger basin sized catchments.
Each participant was given the opportunity to use the CLICOM system to enter
climatic data and merge those files with parameter data required by a
comprehensive water resource model. In many cases, this was the first time
the participants had used a microcomputer system, particularly the computer
system and software available at the workshop. They were given hands-on use
and demonstrations of the potential of the CLICOM system to archive climate
data and use it in complex applications formerly relegated to mainframe and
minicomputers.
Desirably, more time should be allocated in future workshops to all
phases of the CLICOM system usage and to applications, so that participants
could experience a wider range of climate data manipulation and application of
the data to their own country needs and problem evaluations. Such time would
allow better understanding of the application technologies and prepare the
users of CLICOM to formulate their own application programmes. Conceivably,
as a Phase-II component of the CLICOM project, after several countries have
obtained CLICOM systems, regional training workshops could concentrate on
CLICOM applications.
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••• FORM » •••
SWRRB OATA ASSEMBLY FORM
1.

TITLE:

WHO

/?lj JT/K

T*àtJtll*&

g #£££
2.

f g h ^ M l ON O-iHitTB 3d7if

HûèBu

HAàlà&BHBHT

MMH* 7BAS

PROGRAM CONTROL CODES
NUMBER YEARS OF RUNOFF SIMULATION
BEGINNING YEAR OF RUNOFF SIMULATION
NUMBER OF SUBAREAS IN BASIN
NUMBER OF SOIL LAYERS
PRINTOUT FREQUENCY

I1W

/

Y

MONTHLY (0)

i

ANNUAL(2)

DAILY (1)

WILL THE RAINFALL BE:
READ IN SINGLE RAIN GAUGE FOR ENTIRE BASIN

(l)

SIMULATED SINGLE RAIN GAGE FOR ENTIRE BASIN

(2)

READ IN ONE RAIN GAGE FOR EACH SUB-BASIN

(3)

SIMULATEO ONE RAIN GAGE FOR EACH SUB-BASIN

(4)

I

WILL THE MAXftMIN TEMPERATURES BE:
READ IN FOR EACH SUB-BASIN

(0)

SIMULATEO SINGLE MAXftMIN TEMP FOR ENTIRE BASIN

(O

SIMULATEO FOR EACH SUB-BASIN

(2)

NUMBER OF TIMES RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
CYCLES BEFORE SIMULATION BEGINS

—SL_

WILL HVOROGRAPHS FOR EACH SUB-BASIN
BE CALCULATED AND PRINTED

YES(I)

£_

N0(0)

I

••• FORM a •••
GENERAL DATA
BASIN AREA (KM«»2) 5 " " * ^
RAINFALL CORRECTION FACTOR

to

_______
**^*Q

TP-40 TEN VEAR FREOUENCV O.S HOUR RAINFALL (MM)

1P-40 TEN VEAR FREQUENCY 6.0 HOUR RAINFALL (MM) _ _ _ _ _ _ ?
NUMBER OF YEARS FOR MAXIMUM MONTHLY .5 HOUR RAINFALL RECORD
SEDIMENT ROUTING COEFFICIENT (AGGRADATION)

**0j

SEDIMENT ROUTING COEFFICIENT (DEGRADATION)

0*003

LATITUDE OF WATERSHED (OEG)
BASIN LAG TIME (OAYS)

g

Sf* I

0*0

INITIAL SOIL WATER STORAGE -- FRACTION OF FIELD CAPACITY
(ENTERING 0. ALLOWS SWRRB TO ESTIMATE IT)

d««r

X-CENTROID COORDINATES OF SUB-BASINS (SKIP UNLESS RAINFALL IS SIMULATED FOR MULTIPLE RAIN GAUGES)

A/OT

X:

0£__ft

V:

MONTHLY TEMPERATURE OATA
AVERAGE MONTHLY MAXIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE (OEG C)

y

1_L JLA 1L1 _i_f _J_? liiA i___? i__? HLH ___/

_

(ù-i

AVERAGE MONTHLY MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE (OEG C)

-*-r

-i-#

i-i

r*

N'O

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR MONTHLY TEMPERATURE

<Myi

0.iy

0.1*

*.i,T * » U

/13

±i * A* J rf*T f-* ^ l

,

*•** ^ •** *'** * "

-*s

—

*'V

*-/f

***

••• FORM 3 •••
6.

MONTHLY SOLAR RADIATION DATA
MONTHLY AVERAGE DAILY SOLAR RADIATION (LV)

*it

ltd»

J 70. H&.

7. MONTHLY RAINFALL DATA
MONTHLY MAXIMUM 0.5 H RAINFALL (MM)
!i±_
x t y
xf-y
8

f//>

ST<4. nq.

S*OI. 31**

Hi.

2?i.

4H-0

f J y

a/.»

g . f

z t . f

jf.y

//•?•

if 9.

^ . ^

PRECIPITATION GENERATION PARAMETER TAOLE
P(W/D)

4.

0»
IXù
itX
iff

5.

i*9

1 .
2.
3.

6.
7.
II.

Ml*
-MXf

10.

1X3

MEAN

r/tf

ST DV

??2

7T/

totf

IfJ
*S*iX

SKW CF

Ml»
• Wo

%3C
VU

U1
to

/ $*• ?*

txt

ni

12.

*£oo

*il

n.

II.

P(W/W)

ti-M

*^1£o
J«»n

It» Of

Z'tôl

lojf

.3io

*?*

i J. i l

a..?i.o

*<•«*?

X-t/

Ail*?

••• FORM 4 •••
BASIN DATA

SUB-BASIN;

ENTIRE BASIN

FRACTION OF BASIN IN EACH SURAREA

to

SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER - CONDITION II

7S-Ù

g./r

SOIL ALBEDO
WATER CONTENT OF SNOW ON GROUND AT START OF SIMULATION
MAIN CHANNEL LCNGTH IN 1ACH SUB-BASIN
AVERAGE CHANNEL SLOPE IN EACH SUB-BASIN

(MM)

(KM) kvo
(M/M) *«00/7

EFFECTIVE HVORAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF CHANNEL ALLUVIUM (MM/HR)

0*0

CHANNEL N VALUE

O.OJT

OVERLANO FLOW N VALUE
RETURN FLOW TRAVEL TIME
SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION IN RETURN FLOW

(PAYS)

0 * 0

un

(PPM) TP«T0«

Pit

USLE SOILS FACTOR K
USLE EROSION CONTROL PRACTICE FACTOR P
AVERAGE SLOPE LENGTH FOR EACH SUB-BASIN
AVERAGE SLOPE STEEPNESS FOR EACH SUB-BASIN
10.

(M)
(M/M)

W«Q
0*0 m

ROUTING DATA (IF ONLV ONE SUR-BAS IN IS USED SKIP TO SECTION 11)
(ALL ROUTING OATA IS FROM SUB-BASIN TO OASIN OUTLET)
AVERAGE CHANNEL WIOTH
AVERAGE CHANNEL DEPTH
CHANNEL SLOPE
CHANNEL LENGTH
CHANNEL N VALUE
EFFECTIVE HVORAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF CHANNEL ALLUVIUM (MM/HR)

^
«^

••• FORM 5 ••*
II.

PONO DATA

(IF NOT USEO SKIP TO SECTION 12)

SUB-BASIN:

1

2

3

4

5

FRACTION OF EACH SUB-BASIN THAT FLOWS INTO PONOS

12.

TOTAL SURFACE AREA OF ALL PONOS IN EACH SUB-BASIN

(HA)

RUNOFF VOLUME FROM POND CATCHMENT AREA TO FILL PONOS

<*•>

INITIAL POND VOLUMES

(MM)

INITIAL SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION IN PONOS

(PPM)

NORMAL SEOIMENT CONCENTRATION IN PONDS

(PPM)

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF PONO BOTTOMS

(MM/HR)

)

/
t
A
jf
f

RESERVOIR DATA (IF NOT USEO SKIP TO SECTION 13)
FRACTION OF EACH SUB-BASIN THAT FLOWS INTO RESERVOIRS
TOTAL RESERVOIR SURFACE AREA AT EMERGENCY SPILLWAY
RUNOFF VOLUME FROM RESERVOIR CATCHMENT AREA REQUIREO
TO FILL EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

(Ji

TOTAL RESERVOIR SURFACE AREA AT PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY

(HA)

RUNOFF REQUIRED TO FILL 10 PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY

(KM) —>C_

INITIAL RESERVOIR VOLUMES

(MM)

AVERAGE PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY RELEASE RATE

(M"3/S/KM*»2)

INITIAL SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION IN RESERVOIRS
NORMAL SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION IN RESERVOIRS
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF RESERVOIR BOTTOMS

(MM/HR)

• • • FORM 6 • • •
SUO-BASIN

13.

S O U . OATA

IIL
SOI

SERIES T " A / f l i O

HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP

B

LAYER

1

2

A.

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF LAVER

B.

BULK DENSITY

C.

AVAILABLE WATER CAPACITY

D.

SATURATED CONDUCTIVITY

E.

CLAY CONTENT

(X) l(.*

li-0

F.

PASS «200 SIEVE

(%) "/•

it.

3

ClC.
(T/M«»3) 1**^0

IXC

6

ÎHÛ.

•tC

(MM/H) * / •

8

9

to

Wo.

/•4V

1»

(MM/MM) * 1™

1

» •

•/*

./*

i*

«\

to*

too

ft. 8S.

i

U1

14.

CROP DATA
PLANTING DATE:

MONTH

<S

OAY

HARVES1 DATE:

MONIH

J

DAY

iris-

(USE START AND END OF GROWING SEASON FOR PERENNIAL VEGETATION)
VEGETATION

ANNUAL(I) _ _£

P£RENNIAL(2)

TILLAGE OPERATION:
FALL PLOW(I)

/

SPRING PL0W(2)
CONSERVATION TILLAGE(3)
ZERO TILLAGE(4)
AVERAGE ANNUAL C-FACTOR
MAXIMUM LEAF AREA INDEX
15.

O

**Q

3*0

DAILY RAINFALL AND TEMPERATURE OATA
IF RAINFALL IS INPUT. LIST DAILY RAINFALL(MM) FOR EACH SUB-BASIN. THEN IF TEMPFRATURE IS INPUT. LIST MAX TEMP FOR
EACH SUB-BASIN ANO THEN MIN TEMP. (FORMAT(5X.I5F5 1))

!
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SECTION 5: SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS AND REMARKS BY PARTICIPANTS;
COMMENTS BY EXPERTS AND WMO

GENERAL
(1) What is the procedure
for obtaining logistic
support for CLICOM from
WMO; what technical
assistance is possible
through VCP?

Details are contained in the CLICOM status
report circulated to countries on 15
September 1986. If national funds are
available WMO will assist by co-ordinating
software deployment and training. If no
national funds are available a VCP or UNDP
request should be made by the country for
hardware, software and training.

(2) How long does it take
to obtain/install the
equipment? Does one get
assistance operating it?

Once funds are available/allocated, it could
take 3 to 6 months for equipment delivery.
The training programme which is a part of
CLICOM will provide assistance with operating
the system.

(3) What method will be

The goal of the CLICOM project is to ensure
that all Meteorological Services attain a
certain level of climate data management and
user service capability, within 5-10 years
(max.). Software maintenance will be
supported by the project. Hardware
maintenance is the responsibility of the
country. It is planned to monitor the
functioning of CLICOM systems and the
progress made in climate data management in
each country and to provide assistance as
possible.

employed to review the
progress and success of
CLICOM? What kind of
maintenance and support
will be required?

(4) What procedure will
CLICOM follow for
training government
employees in each
country to manage the
systems? Are they
expected to manage it
with only the seminar
training and help from
the manual?
(5) Will you be holding
other courses to update
the CLICOM systems? Or
will you supply
material on
improvements and
enhancements for us to
study by ourselves?

The CLICOM training seminar is intended to
expose trainees to "state of the art methods"
in climate data management and a selection of
applications. When a CLICOM system is
installed in a country, there wil] be an
intensive two-week training programme in data
management operations.

When CLICOM is upgraded or additions made to
the software sub-system, information will be
distributed to CLICOM operators. When there
is a sufficient number of upgrades, regional
training seminars will be a vehicle to
transfer technology, if funds are available.
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(6) We should like to know
the training time
required for CLICOM
data management; is it
done with the equipment
delivery? And how many
people should be
trained.

As a part of a typical CLICOM deployment, a
two-week intensive training programme in the
country is planned. The training of more than
one person is desirable, but not more than
perhaps 3 or 4. Key-entry operators can be
instructed later by the locally trained
experts.

(7) How can we go about
establishing only some
phases of CLICOM?
Mexico is interested
only in software
support, because the
equipment is available
in the country.

A request should be made for CLICOM software
and training or funds provided for this. The
compatibility of locally available computer
equipment should be verified first.

(8) What are the
differences between the
US and French systems
in CLICOM?

CLICOM is a World Climate Data programme
(WCDP) project under which a specific
hardware/software system was developed in
accordance with specifications established by
the WCDP. The present CLICOM software was
developed by the USA as a VCP contribution to
the WCDP. France and several other countries
are developing micro-computer systems and
software which will meet CLICOM
specifications in the near future.

(9) We have developed a
good hydrometeorology
information management
system including
hydrology, climatology
and chemical water
quality. Our goals have
been similar to
CLICOM's and represent
3 years of work. The
equipment is PDP and is
compatible with PCs.
What is the best way to
integrate the two
systems?

If you have a good climate data management
system (computer hardware and software) you
don't need CLICOM or you may wish to continue
selected functions with what you have and
link a CLICOM system for other functions. For
further information, send WMO/WCDP complete
information on what exactly you have and what
you do with it. Information on the CLICOM
software sub-system is in WCP-Report Mo. 119.

(10) Will my country receive
CLICOM?

As to when a particular country is likely to
receive a system depends on the availability
of funds (national, UNDP or VCP) and experts
for training. If you already have an IBM-PC
compatible system which meets CLICOM
specifications, send a request for software
and training assistance under UNDP or VCP.
Until you receive a response you could use
the simplified CLICOM data entry module which
was sent to all participants.
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(11) Our meteorological
service is just
beginning, and we have
no facilities. What
action should we take
now? What can we take
back from the seminar?

A request should be submitted by your country
(VCP or UNDP) for a CLICOM system and
training. Similar requests may be submitted
to WMO or UNDP for assistance with observing
networks, telecommunications and weather
forecasting. The CLICOM project does not
include everything a meteorological service
needs. However, it will help you get started
immediately with whatever you have. Reliable
user service products, which CLICOM can
generate, will help get additional national
funds for other meteorological service
functions.

(12) Can CLICOM menus be
changed to my own
language?

CLICOM user manuals have been translated into
Spanish as a contribution to the project by
Chile. Canada is translating the user manuals
into French. It is planned to translate
CLICOM screen menus into Spanish and French.
This requires an interaction between a CLICOM
expert and a fully bilingual climatologist.
Translation into other languages is not
planned at this time. If a country
voluntarily translates CLICOM into another
language, the availability of the package
will be announced.

(13) What is the minimum
staff required to
operate a CLICOM system?

The minimum would be two; one key-entry
operators and one data manager (for a single
unit system). If you have a large observing
network and a CLICOM system with for example
5 networked key-entry and user PCs, then you
would require as a minimum 4-5 key-entry
operators, and possibly one expert for QC and
archive retrieval functions and one for
over-all systems administration. WCP-Report
No. 99 will give you an idea of staff
requirements at a climate centre (small,
medium and large).

(14) We have an accumulation
of data back to the
1930s. The original
documents are
deteriorating. How
should we tackle the
problem. How long will
computer archives last?

Microfilm all data first, then enter into a
computer. See strategy for setting up a data
base in report. The durability of archive
media varies. Microfilms are expected to last
about 50 years after which they should be
re-copied. Magnetic tapes should last about
5-10 years but need recopying (same tape)
every 2-3 years and a new tape every 10
years. Laser optical disks are permanent
storage media but can have problems with
crystalline growth after 50-100 years. There
is no 100% permanent solution at this time.
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(15) Will a request for
technical assistance to
visit the Meteorological Service to
advise on applications
be received favourably.
What is the time framework for such
visits if they are
planned?

Such a general request will generally be
received favourably by WMO under various
other technical assistance programmes which
handle short-term experts, but cannot be
handled by the CLICOM project. CLICOM is
single-mindedly directed at the end-product,
namely to ensure that all countries which
need them, will obtain CLICOM hardware,
software and training which is developed as a
part of a standardized package. Research and
development will be an ongoing task to expand
CLICOM features in consultation with experts.
There are no budgetary provisions under the
project for general advise type
expert-visits. Any consultation required
should be integrated into the training
components of CLICOM.

(16) What physical
conditions determine
the position of rain
gauges in order to
obtain representative
areal average estimates
of precipitation?

Precipitation is possibly the most spatially
inhomogeneous meteorological variable. The
spatial density of stations required depends
on the climatic environment, time of season
and geography (e.g. flat plains vs.
mountains) and averaging time period.
Generally at least 10-15 stations per 250.000
sq.km. (5° grid square in tropical areas) are
required to measure areal average
precipitation, on a monthly basis, to within
about 10%. 50 to 75 stations are required to
achieve the same accuracy on a daily basis.
For details refer to WCP-Report No. 100.

CLICOM HARDWARE
(17) Is a combination
between CLICOM and a
larger computer system
feasible?

Yes. For example data entry could be handled
by a mini and the data downloaded to CLICOM
for other functions. CLICOM can also be
interfaced with mainframes via network
packages. Some additional hardware/software
may be required. Discuss at the time of
deployment.

(18) This training seminar
has focused attention
on the software
component of CLICOM.
Will there be any
training for the
hardware component,
such as system
architecture, data
communications, etc.?

At the time of system deployment in each
country, intensive 2-week training programmes
in comprehensive data management and user
services are planned to enable a
meteorological service to be operational. At
that time trainees'will also be exposed to
simple hardware, maintenance, system
architecture, etc. Extensive training in
hardware is not planned.
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(19) Hard disks: what
capacity do they have?
Will all data we have
fit on the hard disks?

40MB is recommended. 20MB would be an
absolute minimum since the software package
alone requires about 10MB. The hard disk is
used for archiving inventory, station history
and statistical and other overall data
management information. The bulk of the data
will be archived on 60MB cartridge tapes or
240MB optical disks.

(20) What is the effective
minimum desirable
memory and disk
capacity, needed to run
CLICOM?

The minimum CPU memory is 640KB for a single
unit CLICOM system and 768KB for a networked
system; 1MB is recommended. Disk capacity:
absolute min. 20MB, recommended: 40MB.

(21) What products are
obtained from the
digitization of
anemogram recordings?
Could we obtain
programmes/software for
reading anemograms that
would be compatible
with a H.P. digitizer?

If your particular H.P. digitizer is IBM-PC
compatible, it may be used to digitize
anemogram recordings or other analogue
recordings. A standard software package for
handling analogue data is presently being
considered for incorporation into the CLICOM
software sub-system, but generally it depends
on the instrumentation used to generate the
analogue record. At the time of installation
this question should be raised with the
CLICOM expert for an on the spot solution.

(22) Can CLICOM be adapted
so that information can
be entered by the
digitizer and not by
the keyboard for
analogue data from
rainfall records on
strip-charts?

CLICOM supports a digitizer as an option. At
present geographical boundaries and daily
continuous traces can be entered. For
rainfall records on strip-charts, some
additional software is required depending on
the instrumentation used.

(23) At present we enter
data with a data
recorder. Is CLICOM
data access slower than
that? Can the data be
checked?

CLICOM data entry is limited only by the key
entry speed of the operators which vary
between 30,000 and 90,000 key strokes per
person per day and the number of networked
CLICOM PCs you obtain (limited by funds). The
electronic transfer of data from e.g. a tape
recorder will be faster than manual data
entry.

(24) Can we run CLICOM on a
machine compatible with
IBM? Particularly WANG
2200?

CLICOM will run on any compatible
microcomputer with the necessary CPU memory
capacity and other hardware (e.g. colour
graphics board, colour monitor). A
compatibility verification diskette
(programme) will be distributed to
participants. WANG does not yet have a
totally IBM compatible machine. The WANG PC
can be made compatible (in single unit
configuration) with an IBM colour graphics
emulation board. The WANG 2200 which is a
mini is not compatible. However, data could
be downloaded via an interface to a CLICOM
system for QC and other data management
functions.
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(25) I would like additional
information on how to
exchange with a CLICOM
system, data already
processed with a
TRS-80-III microcomputer, with CP/M, on
5 1/4 diskette and by a
Burroughs on magnetic
tape. These data have
already been checked.

The simplest way to do this would be to
download the data via a RS 232 hardwired
interface or via a communications modem. If
this is not feasible for any reason,
arrangements can be made to reformat
diskettes (via a data juggler) or transfer
data onto the archive media used by CLICOM.
Contact WMO. CLICOM will not read CP/M
diskettes directly.

(26) Re above, if the data
were introduced into
CLICOM, would they be
submitted to a data
entry check?

The data, once within CLICOM, can be
screened, i.e. quality controlled again if
you wish or directly archived.

(27) Currently we are
entering data on a
Tandy 6000. Should we
continue with this, or
should we wait for
CLICOM?

If you have a computer system (of any kind)
proceed with data entry rather than creating
back-log. When a CLICOM system is obtained,
an expert will advise you on how to transfer
the data to CLICOM. The CLICOM test disk
(software) will check the compatability of
your machine.

(28) Can CLICOM information
be transferred to
magnetic tape or on any
other media and
vice-versa?

Magnetic tape drives can be interfaced to a
CLICOM system at additional cost. Data
exchange can be accomplished between
compatible systems (running PC or MS-DOS) if
data are written out to a diskette in
standard ASCII form. Data can also be
exchanged with another computer via
communication modems and telephone. To
exchange data on diskettes between
incompatible computers (e.g. DOS and CP/M)
they will need to be reformatted using "data
jugglers".

(29) Could CLICOM receive
direct information
through radio signals
so as to avoid manual
keying?

At present the CLICOM software system is not
designed to automatically decode telecommunicated data, even though the computer
hardware is capable of this function.
Software for real-time exchange is being
investigated. In any case the electronically
exchanged data must be digital/not voice.

(30) We presently have a
PC/XT with a 20MB disk
and 2 printers. What
upgrades are required
to implement CLICOM?

Refer to the CLICOM specifications for
details. In brief: 1MB CPU memory, an archive
system (e.g. cartridge tape), colour graphics
board and colour monitor.
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Only if they are created at that time. There
is no provision to produce reports and print
later (spooling).

(31) Is it possible to defer
(e.g. night) time
consuming jobs like
printing out long
reports?

CLICOM DATA MANAGEMENT
(32) Is there an easy way to
independently access
the data base at the
programming level by
bypassing the CLICOM
menu?

Yes - it requires a few simple changes to the
"execute" command steps. You would need to be
familiar with DataEase and DOS.

(33) Can CLICOM information
be copied on diskettes
or tape?

Yes. The CLICOM archive system consists of
cartridge tapes or laser-optical disks, and
diskettes. CLICOM does not support a 800,
1600 or 6250 bpi magnetic tape. This could be
added at an extra cost, but is considered
unnecessary for the project.

(34) Is "aerology"
contemplated in CLICOM
and is it easy to
handle?

CLICOM handles Upper Air data in essentially
the same way as surface data, namely via
"menu" and screen forms. It is easy!

(35) All our data have been
entered manually and I
understand that there
are programmes for
doing so on magnetic
tape. Are these
programmes part of
CLICOM, or will each
country have to obtain
them separately?

The standard CLICOM software includes
programmes to enter data and store it on
cartridge tapes or optical disks and
diskettes. If your data already exists on
magnetic tapes, some software will be
required to change the format of data to the
form that CLICOM requires. This is fairly
simple to do and can be done at the time of
deployment of CLICOM systems in the country
by the expert carrying out training. The data
can be downloaded from your existing computer
system to CLICOM.

(36) Can the system
determine the scales
used on the graphs or
must data be supplied?

At present CLICOM generates a standard set of
output graphics. Automatic scaling or user
specified graphical output options are being
developed.

(37) CLICOM has very good OC
features. I would like
to know if I can enter
daily parameters in
addition to Troax.,
Tmin. and precipitation?

Yes. CLICOM can handle up to a total of
approx. 1000 variables. A single "screen
form" can carry upto 40 variables.

-
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(38) Can climatological
products be stored in
an archive to be used
on a microcomputer
which does not have the
capacity for CLICOM
software?

CLICOM has the capability to output data in
standard ASCII format which is independent of
the internal archiving format used by CLICOM.
These output diskettes can be used by other
PC or MS-DOS compatible microcomputers (many).

(39) If my archives are in
COBOL, what possibility
is there for using them
in FORTRAN?

You can read (in FORTRAN) the archived data
if it is written out in COBOL as a standard
sequential file and not some special COBOL
controlled file.

(40) Through the CLICOM
system, can I make
estimates for missing
data?

The CLICOM Quality Control sub-system will
flag suspect data. For missing data a
climatologist will have to come up with his
best estimate (using all information
available). CLICOM will flag this as an
estimated value. Automatic interpolation is
considered to be a risky procedure.

(41) We do not have
effective methods with
which to compensate for
missing data through
estimates or filling
in. Can CLICOM supply a
partial or total
solution in the near
future?

A simplified interpolation programme will be
considered in the future in the standard
CLICOM package. There are however, dangers in
automated interpolation for missing values.
This is best done by a qualified
climatologist.

(42) We have to make hourly
checks of data we
receive on coded
reports. Does CLICOM
include that type of
analysis?

CLICOM will check hourly data, but does not
have a decoder package. If the coding
conforms to WMO GTS code, a software package
which will handle this is under consideration.

(43) What does CLICOM
recommend for using the
monthly data for making
a climatological atlas,
without previously
submitting them to
quality control with
the CLICOM system and
without deriving them
from daily data?

If you are 100% sure of the reliability of
the raw data you don't need quality control
checks or daily data. If you are not, it is
recommended that QC be applied. Monthly
values computed from daily data will
eliminate computational errors introduced at
the station.

(44) We have a 4 number
station ID,
nevertheless we are
thinking of changing to
8 numbers and 2
letters. Would CLICOM
accept this change in
the stations ID entry
data or not?

CLICOM will accept any station ID you specify
up to 8 characters long. To accommodate 10
character ID, software changes will be
required in all the programmes which are
linked to ID information. This is not planned
under the project.
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(45) The Venezuela Climatic
Data Bank is integrated
by monthly data, but it
seems CLICOM needs
daily data. Would one
have to start from the
beginning to adapt the
data bank to CLICOM or
could one implement a
programme in order not
to eliminate the
monthly data?

CLICOM can handle hourly, synoptic, daily
monthly, and yearly data. The existing
monthly data bank can be directly archived in
CLICOM. When daily data are entered, allow
the computer to calculate monthly values
rather than risk station operator errors. The
computed monthly files can then replace the
old files.

(46) How can one know if a
monthly data comes
directly from the daily
data through CLICOM or
if it has been keyed in
directly into the
monthly file. There
should be a flag to
make this distinction.

If monthly values are keyed in before daily,
they could be used to QC daily data (i.e. by
cross-checking computed and keyed monthly
values) but should be replaced by computed
values which will not have computational
errors. CLICOM does not do this at present,
nor is it clear that it is necessary. (Under
consideration - Flags will be added if this
feature is included).

(47) If we don't include the
values which we don't
have because those
observations were not
made, how does that
affect the programme's
management? Will it run?

CLICOM will accept missing data values.
However, there could be some data
applications which will not.

(48) With the daily in
CLICOM, I now want
listings of decadal
precipitation, can
CLICOM give me the
decadal data summaries,
especially for
temperature averages
and rainfall?

Yes. Decadal summaries are a part of one of
the the standard monthly summary forms. User
specifiable output forms are being considered
for development.

(49) We are interested in
data checking
procedures to automate
quality control. We
plan to first check
parameter by parameter,
and then develop a
preliminary control
programme to check all
parameters with each
other. Can CLICOM do
this?

Yes, CLICOM checks parameters for physical
limits and rate of change and also for
consistence with other parameters. QC limits
can be user specified or automatically
computed from the data series. See WCP-Report
No. 119 for details.
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(50) What suggestions can
you make so that on
obtaining CLICOM we can
work with the data
collected for over 50
years which are now in
manuscript form. We
would like to to make
up for lost time and
catch up with computer
technology.

(a) Organize your manuscript archive
chronologically by station; (b) Choose a
subset of long-period and other key stations
and key enter these data; (c) Key enter all
other stations. A double-shift operation for
the first year or two will accelerate
catching up with the back-log. A step-wise
strategy to set up a data base is contained
in this report.

(51) What is the minimum
academic preparation
required of the people
who are to work on
CLICOM at each level:
read, write, systems
administration?

As a minimum: High School for key-entry
operators. A Bachelor's or equivalent with
meteorological training for the quality
control and data management functions. NOTE:
any bright person with an interest to learn
and with exposure to science can learn to use
CLICOM with or without formal education and
degrees.

(52) At MET Aeronautica we
have 10 airports where
hourly visual observations are made for
visibility, cloudiness
and phenomena such as
precipitation, fog,
mist. We have 15 yrs.
of such records, how
could they be adapted
to the CLICOM system?

CLICOM handles hourly data. The only
requirement is that the data need to be
numerical or coded numerically.

(53) Bolivia has over 400
stations with 10 to 40
year observation
records. Do you believe
we could include these
into CLICOM?

The CLICOM data archive sub-system uses 60MB
cartridge tapes or 240MB laser optical disks.
You can use as many tapes or disks as you
wish. 400 stations x 6 parameters x 1/day x 5 char/par x 365d x 30yrs is
approx. 130 million characters or 130MB which
will fit on 2 or 3 tapes or 1 disk. Depending
on the actual number of observations per day
and the number of parameters measured at each
station etc. the total data archive volume
will be higher or lower.

(54) What controls are
applied to hourly data
for wet bulb
temperature, vapour
pressure, relative
humidity and dew point?
What controls are
applied to pressure and
geopotential height of
a standard isobaric
surface?

CLICOM applies the same basic quality control
checks for all parameters i.e. physical
limits, rate of change, internal consistency
and spatial homogeneity. Each parameter will
require different limits which the user can
specify or command the machine to compute.
For Upper Air data CLICOM applies hydrostatic
checks - data are entered for each station,
level by level. CLICOM does not perform
spatial isobaric analysis. Objective analysis
using CLICOM is very slow.
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(55) How do you estimate
(calculate) mean daily
temperature?

(Tmax + Tmin)/2. Practises vary between
countries. Your particular computation method
should be noted with station history
information.

(56) What control is done on
hourly and daily
rainfall? Are there
codes to indicate
missing, accumulated
data?

There are codes for missing data but not for
accumulated rainfall. The observer should
indicate if the data are for accumulated
rainfall if one or more observations were
missed. A climatologist should then decide
how to handle this e.g. whether to assign
values to one or more days based on other
available weather information or not.

(57) What relations are used
for consistency checks
among visibility,
ceiling, cloudiness,
present weather and
related parameters?

An extensive set of internal consistency
checks are possible with CLICOM via user
interaction with screen menus. You specify
the type of checks you want the system to do.

(58) Does the data entry
sequence allow
returning to the
previous line in case
we make a mistake, or
if we want to change
data?

The CLICOM data entry form allows full cursor
control. You can move about the form as you
wish.

(59) Can we digitize data
without having the
CLICOM software? Once
we have received the
system how can we load
it? Can the necessary
documents be supplied
for digitizing in an
IBM PC/AT?

If data have already been digitized, a simple
programme will need to be written to reformat
the data to be compatible with CLICOM. This
can be done at the time of CLICOM training. A
simplified version of the CLICOM data entry
module will be sent to countries who have
compatible microcomputers but are waiting for
funds for the necessary hardware upgrades,
software and training.

(60) I would recommend
beginning to use the
CLICOM system very
quickly with monthly
data which may later be
used for quality
control of daily data,
because 80% of users
request this scale of
data.

This decision is up to the individual
meteorological service depending on the user
demand for data and applications
requirements. The suggestion is a good one!
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(61) How would CLICOM behave
if the disk is filled.
Could we record on a
diskette? Would CLICOM
recognize this
extension. Is the disk
limitation a hardware
problem? Can additional
disks be used? Or is it
a CLICOM software
problem. It seems to me
that it would be unable
to handle a network of
large stations.

The CLICOM hard disk space is used for
carrying all CLICOM software and information
such as station inventories, histories, data
set directories, climatological statistics,
QC limits etc. The basic data is archived in
cartridge tapes or laser optical disks. The
DBMS keeps track of exactly where each bit of
information and data are archived on-line or
on disks, disketes, tapes. If all the data
from large station networks are required
concurrently on-line (hard disk) for
processing, much bigger capacity disks and
very fast disk access will generally be
required. For such large data processing
functions, a mini or mainframe computer
should be used.

(62) How is daily data
physically stored?

Physical data storage formats are contained
in the user manual. An example is in WCP
rept. No. 119 (CLICOM Data Management
Systems). The internal format is transparent
to the user. CLICOM stores data in disk image
format to retain the pointers and access
codes required by the DBMS. When exchanging
data CLICOM exports data to a diskette, or
cartridge tape in standard ASCII sequential
files without the DBMS controls which will
not be understood by another computer.

(63) How many parameters can
be entered on the same
screen. Are the input
forms flexible since
all stations do not
measure the same set of
parameters?

Up to 40 parameters can be entered on the
screen. The screen will scroll left
automatically when data are entered. The
input forms are flexible and user specifiable
i.e. you specify which parameters each
station measured in the order they appear in
the log-book.

(64) When quality
controlling data, does
CLICOM consult other
archives or parameters
(cross-references)?

CLICOM consults various internally stored
information (e.g. station ID, location
parameters, climate statistics) during QC,
Other parameters are also cross-checked
during the internal consistency checks.

(65) Can I execute functions
like SAVE (data
archive) without going
through CLICOM menus?

You could enter DOS directly if you are
familiar with DOS and programming.

(66) Will CLICOM accept
additional user
developed software?

Yes. You could either add it as a CLICOM menu
option or access it as an external software
package.

- e s te?) We have been archiving
our data
chronologically by
station. What approach
would you recommend to
facilitate the
implementation of
CLICOM?

CLICOM archives data by station, time,
element. It will accept your data archives,
Consult the manuals or the CLICOM expert
during training at the time of deployment.

CLICOM APPLICATIONS
(68) Alternative methods for
analyzing rainfall data
when the observational
record is short would
be useful since most
records are short.

You can use the same basic methods to analyze
short records, but the statistical
reliability of the analysis may be
questionable. The analysis may still,
however, be useful for several applications
(but not all).

(69) The methods for
analyzing rainfall
records (Stern's)
appear to be very
useful for semi-arid
regions such as the
Sahel. Is it applicable
to wet areas such as
ours as well?

The basic applied statistical method allows
you to carry out a "what if" analysis which
links crop requirements with rainfall. If
your climate scenario is such that crop water
requirements are always consistently met, you
don't need any analysis. The method is
equally applicable to other parameters which
may be more critical in your area.

(70) How can statistical
packages be obtained,
like Minitab?

Minitab is one of several commercially
available statistical packages. When a
request is made for CLICOM software (UNDP,
VCP), Minitab could be specified as an
additional option. Or you could purchase and
add it directly.

(71) It would be useful to
have included in
MINITAB an option for
Markov chains since
simple Markov chains
are used in rainfall
prediction.

Basic statistical packages which contain
software for a commonly required set of
statistics for applications purposes are
being reviewed for inclusion as a CLICOM
option. However, you may add any commercially
available statistical packages e.g. SPSS,
STATPAK etc. We cannot change MINITAB.

(72) When a country deploys
CLICOM, will there be
assistance with
programmes which derive
parameters for other
applications?

It is planned to incorporate a set of
standard derived parameters in CLICOM. For
other specialized applications, software will
have to be written in the country or obtained
on an exchange basis from other CLICOM users,
if available.
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(73) How do you derive, at
station level, the
daily mean relative
humidity and daily mean
vapour pressure? Do you
use a 24 hr correction?

At present CLICOM does not compute and store
derived parameters. Computational algorithms
for a standard set of derived parameters will
be included in the near future.

(74) With the availability
of CLICOM it seems
increasingly important
for WMO to publish a
set of guidelines on
the use of formulas for
derived parameters such
as PET, Radiation, etc.
as CLICOM will make it
very easy to use almost
anything. Is this a
concern?

There are several WMO guides and technical
reports which contain such information. In
1987/88 a standard set of derived parameters
and their automatic computation will be added
to CLICOM at which time a short manual will
be released.

(75) Is there an irrigation
module?

Irrigation scheduling guidance can be
obtained as a by-product of soil moisture
calculations and rainfall, depending on the
stage of growth of the crop. The simulations
model SWRRB (available as a CLICOM option)
computes soil moisture, ground water, run-off
etc. which can be used to determine
irrigation requirements.

(76) Dr. Nicks explained
that a reservoir such
as he described, can be
expected to last about
20 yrs. After they are
filled up with
sediment, what can be
done so as not to loose
the investment?

Usually nothing if erosion, sediment
transport and silting is not (a) estimated
and (b) controlled. Unfortunately the
engineering designs of reservoirs and dams
often do not take into account land-use
practise and cannot take into account changes
in land-use, e.g. deforestation which leads
to erosion, etc. You can guess what happens
to the initial investment in the project!

(77) I should like to have
more details of the
SWRRB model and of what
it can do.

The SWRRB
Copies of
will also
it at the

(78) Whom should we ask for
the simulation model
for management of
natural resources?
Water sheds are being
researched in our
country.

The model and documentation will be
distributed to those who sign up for it. If
you have not received it, write to WMO, World
Climate Data Programme. Note that to
effectively deploy the simulation models,
additional training and funds will be
required. Requests should be made during
CLICOM-Phase II after you have obtained the
basic system.

model is described in the report.
the software with documentation
be sent to those who signed up for
seminar.
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(79) How can the simulation
models (Nick's) be
adapted to our region
where we have heavy
rainfall and permanent
forests and trees?

The model can be applied anywhere. Unlike
regional weather forecast models which have
to deal with differences in the basic
instability mechanisms in the mid-latitudes
(baroclinic) and the tropics (barotropic,
convective), the "ground based" simulation
models deal with "universal" physics. Soil
type, vegetation type, temperature ranges
(which will determine whether there is snow
accumulation and delayed melt) are examples
of input parameters which are regionally
different, but are user specified.

(80) How well do the
simulation models
perform in hurricane
prone areas?

A hurricane is a particular type of rain
producing atmospheric disturbance. The
simulation model responds to rain and
rainfall intensity and duration. It does not
matter how it is produced. They should work
in hurricane prone areas as well.

(81) Will there be training
in CLICOM applications?

As a phase-II component of a typical CLICOM
deployment, an applications training package
is under consideration. Implementation will
depend on the availability of funds, which
should be integrated into the project plans.
Requests (e.g. UNDP, VCP) for applications
training should also be made separately.

OTHER APPLICATIONS
(82) Can CLICOM be used for
the analysis of
real-time information
from a satellite data
platform with a view to
doing hydrological
forecasting?

At present CLICOM is not designed to
interrogate stations in real-time via
satellite or phone. At a later stage linking
CLICOM with real-time data flow will be
considered. Additional hardware/software will
be required.

(83) As to rainfall
intensity analysis,
what does CLICOM offer?

CLICOM manages several forms of rainfall data
(hourly, daily, monthly) but does not carry
out intensity analysis. Such an application
programme will have to be added by the user.

(84) When will we be able to
make medium- and
long-term climate
forecasts?

CLICOM does not have forecast models as a
part of the system. Simple statistical models
could be added by the user. Complex NWP
models will require bigger computer systems.
The ability to make long-term forecasts
depends on overall progress in the science of
meteorology. At present this capability does
not exist with the current global models with
any reliable accuracy.

72 (85) My country has 2 well
defined seasons, wet
and dry. During the dry
season we have many
forest fires. What can
CLICOM do for forest
fires?

CLICOM will do nothing for forest fires
directly. However, with a computerized data
base (which CLICOM will enable) a study could
be undertaken which relates the occurrence of
forest fires with weather conditions. The
user should develop a forest fire hazard
index.

(86) Just as CLICOM was
developed, couldn't a
soil programme be
devised to work
interactively with
CLICOM in order to work
out land-use (zoning)?

Selected application modules will be
integrated into the CLICOM system as a
Phase-II component of the project. Simulation
models e.g. SWRRB can be used to assist
land-use studies but there are no models to
automatically do this for you.

(87) Could CLICOM be used
for climate and
agroclimatic zoning of
the country?

Agroclimatic zoning requires (a) a
computerized climate data archive, (b)
climate statistics, (c) soil data and (d) a
knowledge of vegetation type/characteristics. There is no automated "black-box"
solution to this, but the tools contained in
CLICOM will greatly help the analysis
required for the project.

(88) A forecast model for
floods would be useful
in my country. We had a
serious flood a short
time ago, caused by
lake Titicaca. Could we
forecast these events
with a good observation
record?

Hydrological models exist for forecasting
flash floods if a real-time data exchange
system from a suitable observing network
exists (Ref. WMO's HOMS Project). A good
observational record will provide statistical
information on when floods are likely to
occur. But an actual long-term forecast will
only be as good as the long-term weather
forecast used. Skill levels are not so good,
yet!

(89) Flood risk forecasting
- how many years of
records would be needed?

If a simulation model is used to keep track
of soil moisture, the ground water table and
run-off, the risk of flooding could be
assessed. Long-period records (30-50 yrs) may
be necessary to derive reliable flood
recurrence probabilities etc., but shorter
data sets may be used in an operational mode,
i.e. to estimate flood risk given a certain
rainfall scenario, soil type etc.

(90) What use does CLICOM
make of satellite and
radar met. information?

To process digital satellite image data
additional hardware and software has to be
purchased. This is not a part of the standard
CLICOM configuration. If radar data is coded
in some form it can be entered on CLICOM but
no processing is possible at this time of
digital radar image data.
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(91) Is a hydrology
applications programme
included in CLICOM? If
not, how much does it
cost?

Hydrology is a component of the SWRRB
simulation model. Copies of the software with
documentation will be distributed on request.
Special training and funds will be required
to deploy these models. Many other
hydrological models are available through the
HOMS Project of WMO. A request should be made
specifying what you require.

(92) Will CLICOM handle
real-time functions
required for
operational weather
forecasting e.g.
forecasting minimum
temperature,
precipitable water,
objective analysis of
kinematic and
thermodynamic variables?

No. CLICOM is not designed for extensive
real-time functions carried out by an
advanced meteorological service. Certain
near-real-time products can be generated by
CLICOM if the data is available. CLICOM has
an objective analysis package but it is slow.
For automated real-time data assimilation,
analysis and forecasting a much more powerful
(and expensive) computer system will be
required.

(93) What kind of
interaction will CLICOM
have with routine
forecasting and other
areas of meteorology?

CLICOM is directed at comprehensively
handling climate data management and user
services. CLICOM does not handle operational
forecasting problems. However, it will handle
the SYNOP data used for forecasting. Simple
links to GTS are being explored and will be
added to CLICOM, e.g. sending out SYNOP and
CLIMAT reports via GTS.

(94) I would like to see
some advanced
applications in wind
and solar energy
included in CLICOM.
These need not
necessarily be included
as a part of the
training seminar.

The CLICOM project will handle "applications"
in a modular fashion. If a good, solid
application package in e.g. wind and solar
energy is available or developed by one or
another of WMOs application programmes or
contributed by a country, it will be listed
as an available option under CLICOM.
Periodically a review will be made of
applications software and some selected for
inclusion in the standard CLICOM package. An
application package will have to meet the
rather stringent specifications applied to
CLICOM before it is included. Training in
applications will have to be handled
separately.

(95) Can CLICOM read the
paper tapes that are
produced by
telecommunication
equipment used by many
Meteorological Services?

No. CLICOM will not handle this form of data.
However, the automated preparation of SYNOP
reports from data entered into CLICOM for
transmission via teletype is being
considered, as a downstream addition to
CLICOM. Reading data on paper tapes used by
GTS equipment will also be considered.

(96) What percentage of
error occurs in model
results because of the
use of climate
information compared to
errors caused by other
model variables?
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This is an interesting scientific question
unrelated to CLICOM. Sensitivity experiments
with global general circulation models (GCMs)
show that the models are more sensitive to
initialization errors in the mid-latitudes
than the tropics where the forecast is more
sensitive to prescribed boundary conditions.
At present there is no clear method to
separate errors due to the initial field from
those due to the internal dynamics of the
model.

-
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EVALUATION OF SEMINAR BY PARTICIPANTS

To objectively evaluate the Seminar each of the 31 participants were
given a survey questionnaire to fill out. The results of the survey were
summarized by counting the number of replies for each category of the
questions asked:

QUESTION

(1) How did the Seminar compare
with your expectations?

RESPONSES
Very good

Good

22

11

More

Less

Adequate

No change

(2) What changes would you suggest
for a future CLICOM training
Seminar in terms of time spent
as each subject
(A) Data Management
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

Data entry
Quality control
Statistical processing
Data archiving/retrieval
Preparation of standard
summaries
Time series plots
Computation of extreme
statistics
Computation of
probabilities
Computation of
correlation
Data merging
Data manipulation (e.g.)

8
24
22
16
15

3
0
0
1
0

22
10
12
18
19

16
15

1
0

16
18

23

0

12

16

1

17

18
27

0
0

15
7

(B) Data Applications
(i) Simple applications
in agricultural planning
(ii) Advanced applications

20

14

15

17

-

Very good

Adequate

Inadequate

25

10

1

(i) Data management
(ii) Applications

29
20

6
13

Overall standard of
instruction

28

(3)

Overall subject
area coverage

(4)

Level of detail

(5)

76

Too long
(6)

Length of Training Seminar

0

More lectures
(7)

Structure of Seminar
should have had:

(8)

Practical impact of
seminar:
How much of what you have
learned at the Seminar is
useful to you when you
return?

11

Too short

13

23

More practicals

Mo change

19

11

12

100%

Adequate

75%

50%

14

Less than 50%
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS RA III/IV CLICOM TRAINING SEMINAR
Barbados Seminar
Country

Name

Organization or Service

Barbados

Mr. C. Depradine

Caribbean Meteorological
Institute
P.O. Box 130
Bridgetown
Tel: 425-1362

Bahamas

Mr. H.D. Moultrie

Meteorological Department
P.O. Box N-8330
Nassau
Bahamas
Tel: (809) 32-54049

Guyana

Mr. S. Raghunandan

Hydrometeorological Service
Ministry of Work
Fort Street
Kingston, Georgetown
Tel: 02-60341

Jamaica

Mr. C.R. Gray

National Meteorological Service
c/o Norman Manley International
Airport
Palisades
Kingston
Tel: 809-926-8943

Netherlands
Antilles

Mr. P.L. Trapenberg

Meteorological Service
Seru Mahuma z/n Curaçao
Netherlands Antilles
Tel: 83933

St. Lucia

Ms. D. Bushell

Agricultural Engineering Services
Division
Ministry of Agriculture
Castries
St. Lucia W.I.
Tel: 21497

Suriname

Mr. C.R. Becker

Meteorologische Dienst
Duisburglaan 1
Paramaribo
Tel: 60029

Trinidad &
Tobago

Mr. D.B. Gajadhar

Meteorological Office
Piarco International Airport
Trinidad WI
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS RA III/IV CLICOM TRAINING SEMINAR
Panama Seminar

Country

Name

Organization or Service

Argentina

A.T.M. Gomez de Damboriana

Servicio Meteorologico Nacional
25 de Mayo 658
1002 Buenos Aires
Tel: 312 4481

Belize

Douglas T. Smith

National Meteorological Service
P.O. Box 717
Belize International Airport
Belize
Tel: 025-2011/2054
Telex: NAL 2352 8920 METOF BELIZE

Bolivia

Jorge Caiias Montano

Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia
e Hidrologia
Duemiod Camacho
Tel: 326165

Brazil

Cristina Marschall

Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia
Centro Nacional de Analises
Climaticas
Eixo Monumental - Via SI
Brasilia
Tel: 2251230
Telex: 061 1364

Chile

Edelberto Rousseau Farias
(P.R.)
Maria G. Jerez Pinto

Direccion Meteorologica de Chile
Casilla 717
Santiago
Tel: 719537
Telex: 241200 DAITA

Colombia

Armando A.A. Andrade

HIMAT
Carrera 5, no. 15-80
Piso 17
Bogota
Tel: 2816415
Telex: 33445

Costa Rica

Hugo Hidalgo Ramirez

Instituto Meteorologico Nacional
Apartado 7-3350
1000 San José
Tel: 225616
Telex: 9667 METICA

Rodolfo Sanchez Gonzalez

Guachipelin de Escazu
Departamento de Agrometeorologia
San José
Tel: 225616
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Cuba

Virgen Cutie

Institute? de Meteorologia
Loma de Casablanca
Regla
Ciudad Habana
Tel: 623532
Telex: 051 1180

Dominican
Republic

0. Racero

Oficina Nacional de Meteorologia
Apdo. 1153
Santo Domingo
Tel: 689 5078

Ecuador

Luis Caceres Silva

Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia
e Hidrologia (INAMHI)
Av. los Schyris 1570 y Naciones
Unidas
Tel: 248268

El Salvador

Rogelio A. Aguirre

Unidad de Climatologia
Rpto. 2 de Abril
Calle 14 de Julio No. 135
San Salvador
Tel: 740226

Guatemala

Augusto Grajeda

Instituto Nacional de Sismologia,
Vulcanologia, Meteorologia e
Hidrologia (INSIVUMEH)
7, Ave. 14-57 Zona 13
Guatemala
Tel: 314967

Honduras

Julio A. Paz Ardon

Aeropuerto Internacional Toncontin
Direccion General de Aeronautica
Civil
Tegucigalpa D.C.
Tel: 33 90 56

Eneldo A. Estrada Oliva

Aeronautica Civil
Servicio Meteorologico Nacional
Aeropuerto Toncontin
Tegucigalpa D.C.
Tel: 33 11 12

Mexico

Othon C. Sanchez

Av. Observatorio, 192
Tecubaya
Distrito Federal
Tel: 5 15 20 90
Telex: 1777331

Nicaragua

Ronald A. Somarriba Mendoza

Servicio Meteorologico Nacional
KM 12 1/2 Carretera A
Massaya
Tel: 79604
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Claudia Candanedo (P.R.)
Carlos E. Centella
Jesus A. Garcia
Zilka A. Lou
Ivonne Solis
David Farnum

Instituto de Recursos
Hidraulicos y Electrificacion IRHE
Apartado 5285
Panama 5
Tel: 62 8770

Cesar A. Castillo Gonzalez

Paraiso - Renare
Panama - Arraisan, Zona 3
Calle San Augustin
Entrega General
Casa 483
Tel: 32 4898

Panama

Jorge A. Espinosa

Panama Canal Commission

Paraguay

Bias A.D. Salomon

Direccion de Meteorologia
Avenida Mariscal Lopez
1146, 4to. Piso
Sanchez-Asuncion
Tel: 22 139

Peru

Elizabeth Culqui Diaz
Mario Manrigue Garcia

Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia
e Hidrologia (SENAMHI)
Apartado 1308
4862 Lima
Tel: 31 02 41

Uruguay

Carlos A. Bareiro

Direccion Nacional de Meteorologia
Casilla de Correao 64
Montevideo
Tel: 4 42 42

Venezuela

Taydee Ramirez de Miranda
Hortensia Fonseca de Garcia

Servicio de Meteorologia, FAV
Apartado de Correos 2197
2102 A Maracay, Las Delicias
Edo. Aragua
Tel: (043) 33 83 08, 33 82 97

Jose Manuel Odreman

M.A.R.N.R. D.G.I.I.A.
Direccion de Hidrologia
Edificio Camejo Esguina
Camejo 5to Piso
Oficina 509
Caracas
Tel: 545 10 43

Panama
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INVITED EXPERTS
Costa Rica

Manuel B. Dengo

WMO Expert
c/o PNUD
Apdo. 6314
Panama 5
Panama

F.R.G.

Arno Belhau

WMO Expert
c/o PNUD
Boîte postale 557
Port-au-Prince
Haïti

U.K.

Dr. R. Stern

Department of Applied Statistics
The University of Reading
Whiteknights
P.O. Box 217
Reading RG6 2AN

U.S.A.

Dr. D. McGuirk

National Weather Service/NOAA
8060 13th Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910

U.S.A.

Dr. Arlin Nicks

Water Quality and Watershed
Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 1430
Durant, Oklahoma 74402

U.S.A.

Dr. William Propest

National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC)
Federal Building
Ashville, N.C. 28801

WMO SECRETARIAT
Switzerland

Dr. S. Unninayar

World Meteorological Organization
World Climate Programme
Case Postale No. 5
CH-1211 Genève 20

APPENDIX 2
The CLICOM Project Of the World Climate Data Programme
(1)

OBJECTIVES

The CLICOM project of the World Climate Data Programme (WCDP) is aimed
at achieving a transfer of technology in climate data management and user
services through the provision of comprehensive specifications for
microcomputer systems. CLICOM emphasizes a "package" concept which includes
computer hardware (including periphals), user-friendly software (for data
entry, quality control, statistical processing) and training). As a goal it
is planned to deploy CLICOM systems within 10 years in all meteorological
services which need them and for which extra-budgetary resources become
available. The primary objectives of the project are:
•

To deploy or upgrade computer systems for:
Climate data entry and quality control;
Data storage/retrieval and data base management;
Statistical data processing;
User services (through regular reports and a capability to
respond to routine queries); drought drought monitoring and^
assessment and products to aid planning and management
decisions in climate sensitive economic sectors;
The preparation of data sets for climate diagnosis,
monitoring, research, and applications;

•

To periodically compile and disseminate information on hardware
and software upgrades developed under CLICOM;

•

To organize and co-ordinate education and training activities:
Intensive workshops for countries receiving CLICOM systems
Regional training seminars/workshops on climate data
management and user services.

While the primary emphasis is on automated climate data processing and
user services, a key component of CLICOM involves the transfer of technology
of comprehensive models which utilize climate and associated geophysical data
in the preparation of products for the management and planning natural
resources.
The project is primarily directed towards developing countries which
do not presently have computer facilities, or which have inadquate processing
capabilities. But developed countries can also micro-computers in a
distributed data management system. Emphasis is placed on menu-driven
"turn-key" systems with easy-to-use software which would permit an operator to
sequence through a series of simple-language instructions to execute the
various data processing tasks.
Computer hardware and software specifications developed under the
project were endorsed by the 9th Session of CCI (1985).
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(2)
IMPLEMENTATION ; The rate of implementation will depend on the
availability of funds [either national, bilateral (VCP) or UNDP] and experts
to supervise installation and training. Deployment in countries which already
have limited computer hardware could be complicated if the equipment is not
100% IBM-PC/AT (or XT) compatible. Test programmes are now available to check
the compatibility of other computer models/manufacturers.
Typical Implementation Sequences: After a request for assistance
(VCP, UNDP) from a country, the following may be expected;
(A) Country with no existing computer:
- determination
PC terminals)
volume
- allocation of
- installation,

of system configuration (e.g. number of networked
on the basis of the observing network and data
funds
training

(B) Country with existing computer:
(i)

if existing computer is an IBM-PC/AT or PC/XT compatible
micro-computer:
- verification of compatibility (test programmes are
available)
- assessment of hardware upgrades required to run CLICOM
software
- allocation of funds
- installation, training

(ii)

if existing micro-computer is not IBM-PC/AT or XT
compatible:
- implementation of sequence (1)
- assessment of alternative use of existing computer system

(iii) if existing computer is a mini-computer (CLICOM is not
compatible with mini-computers):
- determination of configuration required (i.e. number of
user units for CLICOM system)
- assessment of how to use existing mini for data entry and
existing data management function, and data archiving.
This is possible if CLICOM and the existing mini can be
easily linked
- deployment of CLICOM system, training.
Countries with no existing facilities are expected to be the simplest
to handle, and conceivably of highest priority. For countries with existing
IBM-PC compatible computer systems, compatibility with CLICOM software needs
to be checked and the hardware upgraded (as necessary) prior to the transfer
of software and training. All other countries need to be handled on a case by
case basis, particularly those with inadequate software and mini-computers or
incompatible micro-computers. Details on CLICOM hardware and software
specifications are contained in WCP Report No. 119.

